
Chapter Eight: 
The Main Event - Round Two – 1971-1980:
Introduction:

This chapter continues where Chapter Two concluded and includes the period 1971- 1980. It 

continues the story of The Main Event, showing how the impediment was eventually 

overcome and virtual parity between TVW7 and STW9 was finally achieved.

Once again the chapter correlates the relationship between Local ‘Live’ Production, Station 

Finances and Audience Survey Ratings. 1971 to 1980 were arguably the best years for local 

production, both in the studio and in the field. TVW7 and STW9 were both enjoying good 

financial returns and this was reflected in the amount of money available for local ‘live’ 

production. Ratings started to even out, so now, not only did Community Responsibility 

foster this area, but a spirit of true rivalry arose, with both commercials stations wanting to be 

‘seen’ as the best. It should be remembered that while the reports and comments in the 

Ratings Surveys areas apply to the calendar year, those on local ‘live’ production taken from 

Annual Reports apply to the fiscal year. This places some of them in the six months previous 

to those examined from the ratings. During this period 1971-1980 both commercial stations 

would expand into business areas other than television and TVW7 would acquire the South 

Australian station SAS10.

A major innovation was the introduction by Federal Government regulation of a new 

Australian Content ‘Points’ System. Although designed to protect a substantial percentage of 

Australian content (dubbed ‘local’) in effect the regulations eventually worked to the 

detriment of the smaller populated States by bringing about cessation of regional local ‘live’ 

programming. Another major change to be examined in 1979 was in the area  Children’s 

Television Regulation.

The most important single change to Australian television was to take place during the middle 

period of these years with the introduction of the colour system throughout the 

Commonwealth. The Federal Government had previously promised a lengthy run-up time to 



the changeover and eventually the announcement was made in 1972 of a commencement date 

approximately three years later.

It will be found that during the time-span covered by this chapter, both of the commercial 

television stations diversified into other business areas with generally beneficial results for 

the shareholders. Comparisons continue to be provided between monetary returns from 

television company investments and other forms of fiscal involvement.

The Thirteenth Directors’ Report TVW7 19711 reported that in association with Michael 

Edgely International Pty. Ltd., and Bullen Bros., TVW7 arranged to present Disney on 

Parade. As a promotional exercise Snow White together with Mickey Mouse, Goofy and 

Pluto were photographed at TVW7 studios. TVW7 was the major investor in The Nickel 

Queen, the first colour feature film to be produced in Western Australia. This was done in 

conjunction with a production company headed by British film personality John McCallum 

and featured his wife Googie Withers in the title role.2 They also invested in Napoleon 

Bonaparte, a colour television series being produced in South Australia. Bullen’s African 

Lion Safari Park was established at Wanneroo with TVW7 participating as a partner in the 

venture.3 Most of the wheeling and dealing in these ventures was done for TVW7 by Brian 

Treasure, whom station boss James Cruthers described in a complimentary manner as ‘the 

mouthpiece’4

The annual net profit for TVW7 was $967,086, not as good as the previous year as it included 

realized investments of $343,790. Profit from 6IX rose and TVW7 acquired the issued shares 

in South Australian Telecasters which operated SAS10 in Adelaide. The reason for this 

expansion was to foil any attempt by Rupert Murdoch to acquire TVW7.5 Cruthers worked 

1 TVW Channel 7 Thirteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1971, West 
   Australian  Newspapers, Perth, 13 August 1971, p.4-5.

2 Sir James Cruthers, personal communication, interview, 4 June 2003.

3 TVW Channel 7 Thirteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1971, West 
  Australian Newspapers, Perth, 13 August 1971, p.5. [It is an urban myth that the front gate had a sign 
‘Pommies on Bicycles Admitted Free!’]

4 Sir James Cruthers, personal communication, interview, 4 June 2003.

5 Ibid.



out that if TVW7 had control of a television licence in Adelaide, then Murdoch would not be 

able to own TVW7 because of the Broadcasting Act 1942 rules which prevented control of 

more than one commercial television licence in Australia.6 Murdoch’s News Limited owned 

Adelaide’s Channel Nine.7 SAS10 was owned by the Adelaide ‘Establishment’ referred to as 

‘The Top Ten’8 and although the station was said to be the most modern in Australia, it was at 

the bottom of the ratings share. The SAS10 Board headed by Moxham Simpson (Simpson 

washing machines) and a solicitor named Arnold Moulden were only to happy to recommend 

that control of the station pass to the Western Australian company. The takeover was 

completed after TVW had received acceptances for 96% of the SAS shares and compulsorily 

acquired the balance of the issued capital. The offer was one share in TVW Limited plus 

$5.60 in cash for every 15 shares in SAS. As a result, 199,289 ordinary $1 shares were issued 

to former SAS shareholders at a premium of $3.90, thereby increasing the issued and paid-up 

capital of the company to $1,549,257. This created a share premium account of $777,227. 

The cash consideration for an acquisition of the SAS shares, which amounted to $1,123,484, 

was financed from the proceeds of the sale of investments and by a fixed term loan from a 

merchant bank.9 The whole procedure only took between two and three months.10

During the year the basis of accounting for television programmes for SAS10 was changed to 

bring it into line with the method used by the parent company. This increased the cost of 

television programmes written off during the year by $142,191.This abnormal item of 

expenditure had a material effect on the trading results of the subsidiary company, which 

6 Television Equalisation Report of the Senate Select Committee, The Parliament of the Commonwealth 
   of Australia, Australian Government Publishing Services, Canberra, 1987, para. 1.23, p.23.
   The Broadcasting Act 1942 is founded upon the proposition that no person may hold a ‘prescribed 
   interest’ in     
   more than two commercial television licences anywhere in Australia. This is known as the ‘two station’
   rule. 
   This intended to regulate the permissible degree of ownership and/or control which may be exercised by 
   any one person (natural or corporate).

7 Ibid.

8 Ibid

9 TVW Channel 7 Thirteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1971, West 
   Australian Newspapers, Perth, 13 August 1971

10 Sir James Cruthers, 4 June 2003.



otherwise would have achieved a profit of $111,822 for the full year. This figure compared 

with a profit of $66,284 for the previous year.11  

It was reported that the executive staff were to benefit from share grants. During the year 

ended June 1971 options in respect of 46,500 shares of TVW Limited were granted to James 

Winter Cruthers, managing director of TVW Limited (7,000 options) Brian Sydney Treasure, 

general manager (7,000) and senior staff members – Frank Archer Cecil Moss (7,000) Leslie 

Darcy Farrell (3,000) Maxwell Arthur Bostock (3,000) John Richard Quicke (3,000) William 

Hugh McKenzie (3,000) Gregory Vincent Byrne (3,000) Alfred Wesley Binks (3,000) Stanley 

Frederick Fildes (3,000) Geoffrey Raymond Mortlock (1,500) Ernest Gerald Taylor (1,000) 

Kenneth Newland Kemp (1,000) and Bernard John Roddy (1,000).These options expired on 

December 4, 1975 and could be exercised at a price of four dollars ten cents per share at any 

time between December 4, 1972 and December 3, 1975.12 There was an over-rider which 

stated that if the recipients left the employ of TVW7 the offers would lapse, excluding death, 

or retirement due to age or ill-health.13 The decision to reward the participants was made by 

an appreciative Board and further cemented the loyalty and endeavours of those who 

benefited.14

On the cover of the Eighth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 197115 promotion of 

station personalities (the back-bone of local ‘live’ production) was again featured. There was 

a back cover montage of six photographs. ‘Jenny Clemesha and Trevor Sutton on an O.B.’16 

‘Graham Farmer. Frank Bird and Bob Shields – 9’s sporting team’, ‘Lloyd Lawson’, ‘Gordon 

11 TVW Channel 7 Thirteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1971, West 
    Australian Newspapers, Perth, 13 August 1971

12 Ibid.

13 Ibid, Notes on Account.

14 Sir James Cruthers, 4 June 2003.

15 STW Swan Television Limited Annual Report 1971, Jubilee Print, Perth, 16 August 1971, p3.

16 Ibid, 
    O.B. = Outside Broadcast. 
    Trevor Sutton was an Eastern States import to read News and do general presentation. He also 
    compered  Junior  Spotlight. He was instructed by management to keep silent regarding his origins as 
    people preferred local personalities [Personal Communication Hobart April 1982.]



Leed and Terry Spence Current Affairs and News Editors’ and ‘Jenny Clemesha and Kingsley 

with the children’17

Although not yet in the league of their older relation ‘up the hill’, STW9 returned a profit of 

$320,671 after providing for depreciation of $211,067 and taxation of just $500. The 

advertising revenue increased on a monthly basis and costs were kept under control. 

In order to make sure that the Company was in a position to vigorously service 
viewers, the opportunity was taken to purchase extra studio equipment at most 
advantageous prices…Micro-wave links, Videotape machines, news cameras, studio 
cameras and control equipment. During the year the Company’s large outside 
broadcasting van came into operation. It has been given extensive use. It is a most 
versatile piece of equipment and has substantially assisted your Company in giving a 
full television service to the metropolitan area.18

The first survey of 1971 brought a little joy for STW9 with two programs at No.14 and No.

15.       Audience

 1 Homicide       39%  152,000
2         My Three Sons,                  38  175,000
3         Australian Beach Girl  

 4 British Comedy Theatre
 5 Logies

6          Division Four       37  143,000
 7 Tom Jones Special      35  145,000
 8          Flip Wilson Special
 9 Bob Hope Special

10 Sunday Theatre      34  149,000
11 Bonanza        34  137,000

 12 The Making of 
  The Nickel Queen      

13       Disneyland           33  175,000
14       [STW9] Doctor in the House      33  135,000
15       [STW9] Father Dear Father     33  135,000
16       Pick-a-Box.       32  134,000

STW9 had introduced a children’s talent search program called Junior Spotlight which, at 9 

a.m. on Saturday rated a disappointing 4,4 against TVW7’s Football Replay at 3,2. STW9’s 

Woman’s World  at 3.15 p.m. on Friday rated 5,4,4, against the recorded Sydney program on 

17 STW Swan Television Limited Annual Report 1971, Jubilee Print, Perth, 16 August 1971, p3.
    See Appendices for photographs.

18 Ibid.



TVW7 Beauty and The Beast  9,9,8. At TVW7 Perth’s New Faces was now returning 20,20. 

STW9 News was doing better at 22,22  to challenge ABW2 on 24,24 but still trailing TVW7 

at 31,31.Mark  The survey conducted in July-August 1971 showed TVW7 to have the Top Ten 

including Letterbox a new ‘live’ local production which was aired on Sunday evenings. It was 

a quiz show which rated 36 with 169,000 viewers. Stars of the Future was No.10 with 34 and 

152,000 viewers. It’s Academic was still successful over four weeks with 34,31,38,32. These 

results were further consolidation of  the proposition that viewers still saw TVW7 as their 

‘local’ station and accepted their offerings of local production.

The three News sessions (TVW7 had by then joined STW9 for a 6 p.m., transmission.) were 

showing a quite distinct degree of levelling. These are very important comparisons as News 

is considered by all television stations to be ‘the flagship’ and the main measuring device for 

advertisers.19

STW9 News            Mon.    26,26,32,25 Tues.   23,26,28,31 Weds. 24,25,31,27
TVW7 News                29,34,33,35             30,33,36,30     29,35,34,29
ABW2 News                             26,28,25,23          26,26,24,27            27,26,29,26
ABW2 This Day Tonight          24,26,25,20          29,27,29,27            24,21,25,24

STW9 News     Thurs.    23,28,31,26  Fri.    23,24,27,25   Sat.   20,25,24,22 
TVW7 News                              31,34,37,27          32,34,35,30     28,31,23,20
ABW2 News                          26,26,29,28          22,24,25,23     20,23,23,21
ABW2 This Day Tonight           22,22,25,24          21,22,26,23    [no program]
 
STW9 News     Sun.        17,20,16,15
TVW7 News                   7,34,30,39
ABW2 News                            21,17,20,15

As an illustration of the way in which STW9 was gaining ground on its rival TVW7, it is 

interesting to note that when Gilligan’s Island was first shown on STW9 in June 1967 its 

ratings were 17,17. When the same series (not a new version) followed STW9 News at 6.30 

19 See Chapter Six ‘This Is The News’.



p.m., four years later, it scored 27,26,28,27 over the four week period.20 This demonstrates 

the advantage of having good News ratings, as a ‘sling-shot’ effect is created for the 

following programs. The theory was that viewing audiences tended to stay with a particular 

station following its News presentation.21 This was evidence that STW9 was gaining 

acceptance in the wider viewing community. Despite this improvement the Top Ten for the 

following six Anderson Surveys were all on TVW7. However, McNair’s survey for August 

1970 showed one ABW2 program at No. 9 with 31% of TV Homes.22  STW9 was doing 

better in the afternoons with Archie, Adams Family, Time Tunnel,  Star Trek returning figures 

of 43,45,53,48 against TVW7’s Children’s Channel 7, Rin Tin Tin, Superman and Sea Hunt 

with 48,47,43,47. ABW2 were showing Adventure Island, Cartoons, Captain Fathom and 

Life of Riley with 9,8,6,6. The final survey period of 1971 showed that all of the Top Ten had 

returned to the TVW7 fold. Two of the new programs were British comedy. On The Buses 

which rated well at No.3 with 40% and 161,000 viewers and Please Sir! Was No.6 with 36% 

and 158,000 viewers. Bad news for STW9’s Junior Spotlight which had been moved to 4 

p.m. on Saturday but was trounced by movies on TVW7, 2,3,3,3 to 14,15,15,14. The STW9 

News was still gaining ground and Wednesday figures were their best,

 STW9 News  29,28,22,32  Average: 27.75
 TVW7 News  27,31,28,33       28.75
 ABW2 News  26,29,31,27        28.25Mark23

Telethon, the epitome of local ‘live’ production was programmed to occur in a ratings period 

and returned the highest survey figures of 42 at 9.45 p.m. on Friday 23 October 1971. On 

Saturday the average was 30.24 Another local production on TVW7 was Miss Western 

Australia which rated 38.25 The next survey showed that Please Sir! and On the Buses were 

now No.s 2 and 3 with 41% each and 190,000 and 185,000 viewers respectively.

20 Anderson Analysis, No.2, 1971

21 Bill Bowen, interview, 1999.

22 McNair Television Audience Survey, August 1970, Steptoe and Son.

23 Anderson Analysis, No.3 1971, 17 Oct.-12 Nov,1971, Sydney, 1971.

24 See Chapter Ten – Telethon and Appealathon.

25 Anderson Analysis, No.1 1972, 20Feb-4Mar, 12-25 Mar.1972, Sydney, 1972.



The Fourteenth Directors’ Report TVW7 197226 still featured the production side of television 

with photographs of  ‘The Mannequin of the Year Final is presented in TVW’s Studio 1’, 

‘About 20,000 people visited TVW’s Fashion Festival at Perry Lakes [stadium] in April 

1972’ and  ‘Beatty Park is transformed into a tropic isle for the final of Miss West Coast 

1972’27 In a full-page photograph Children’s host Sandy Palmer was shown holding hands 

with Fat Cat, while ‘John Fryer, Peter Dean and helpers present the top-rating programme 

Can We Help You.’28

The Stations operating profit exceeded the previous year by $210,219 and a dividend was 

paid amounting to 24% for the term. TVW7’s outside ventures now contributed about 30% of  

this profit. TVW7 shares were now $5.20 and consequently returning about 5% to purchasers 

at that time. For comparison, National Bank shares were selling at $4.20.29 Of course, those 

who held the original $1 par shares were reaping an enormous return on their investment. 

Perth Building Society was paying 6.5% at call, the Atlas Investment Fund 11% on 

debentures and Norman L. Payton was still offering 8% at call.30 The Company’s issued 

capital was increased from $1,549,257 to $1,948,196 by the issue of 398,939 ordinary $1 

shares in a one-for-four premium issue. It was recorded that Mr. R.A. Long, one of the 

original Directors of the Board died. 

TVW7 stated that the Station still attracted ‘…more than half the total television viewing 

audience in Perth.’ 31 This was an admission that STW9 was making inroads. Radio Station 

6IX had moved to Tuart Hill and had consolidated its position as Number 1 in Western 

Australia.32 SAS10 in Adelaide returned a small profit for the year. The Company purchased a 

26 TVW Channel 7 Fourteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1972, West 
    Australian Newspapers, Perth, 13 August 1972, pp. 3 and 5.

27 Ibid.

28 See Appendices for photographs.

29 The West Australian, Perth, 5 October 1952.

30 Ibid.

31 TVW Channel 7 Fourteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1972, West 
    Australian Newspapers, Perth, 13 August 1972, pp. 3 and 5.

32 Ibid.



controlling interest in Group Color (WA) Pty. Ltd., a local colour processing laboratory. 

Disney on Parade throughout Australasia was a great success with over one million 

attending. The Nickel Queen did well locally but ‘died’ in the Eastern States. Investment was 

made in Fauna Productions for the production of a 13 part colour series called Boney which 

was based on the popular novels of Neville Shute.

In the Ninth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 197233 it was noted that increased 

Australian programme content had been introduced during the year and local ‘live’ 

production programs were increasing. These home-grown products included,  “Junior World” 

a morning show for children, “Woman’s World” a magazine type program, “I’ve Got A 

Secret” a panel-type quiz program, “Spotlight” an adult talent quest, “What’s The Score” a 

sports panel show, “Cooking with Gas” a sponsored recipe presentation program, “Tell the 

Truth” another panel quiz show and the current affairs programme “The World This Week”. 

As well, “Down to Earth” (an agricultural programme) was produced each Sunday.34 

Accompanying photographs were ‘Fashion Parade for Cinderella Quest (in aid of Civilian 

Maimed and Limbless Association)., ‘Terry Spence, David O’Brien, Tony Clack – Part of 

News Team.’ 'Young Exhibitors- Pal Pets Day at Studios’, Jenny Clemesha with her ‘Logie’- 

voted Most Popular FEMALE PERSONALITY 1971.’ and ‘Peter Barlowe35 with guest Cilla 

Black during an appearance on ‘9’.’36 STW9 had definitely ‘arrived’ and their support of local 

‘live’ was in the ascendancy. The Chairman, Dennis Cullity was pleased to announce,

The financial situation of STW9 continued to improve with a net profit of $269,402 
and a dividend of 12.5% was paid to shareholders. The Board acknowledged the 
introduction of colour in 1975 and stated, ‘Colour will bring a new dimension to 
television entertainment. 
News, sporting events and current affairs will come alive and give the viewer a sense 
of involvement and personal participation lacking in monochrome.’37

33 STW Swan Television Limited Annual Report 1972, Jubilee Print, Perth, 16 August 1972

34 Ibid.

35 Station newsreader, now deceased.

36 STW Swan Television Limited Annual Report 1972, Perth, 16 August 1972. See Appendices for
    photographs.

37 Ibid.



During this year the Swan Television Board decided to follow a popular trend by changing 

their share structure to the effect of creating two 50cent shares for each par value one dollar 

share.38  Cruthers thought that one reason for this move was to make a share purchase more 

attractive to small investors, by increasing the actual number of shares to be held by simply 

halving their value. Of course, those with the one dollar share holdings immediately had their 

holding doubled so the returns were the same.39 The process also had the effect of halving 

future dividends percentages as will be seen in the following years. Swan Television shares 

were quoted at $1.18 on the reported Stock Exchange figures.40 

Ratings – 1972 showed that on a Sunday both ABW2  and TVW7 were telecasting  the 

Sheffield Shield Cricket for 15 and 8 respectively against the STW9’s 8 to 14 but on Tuesday 

the figures dropped to 12 against TVW7’s 9 and STW9’s 12,14,19,21. This improvement to 

the latter’s figures was no doubt caused by children deciding what to watch and led to the 

cessation by TVW7 of their participation. However, the following Saturday ABW2 was 15, 

TVW7 10 and STW9’s Junior Spotlight 7,4,3.41 

The long hoped for ‘turn-around’ in viewers’ habits at last occurred when a Tuesday night 

showed , STW9 News 30,30,25,26    TVW7 News 29,27,29,25    ABW2 News 26,27,24,2442

The program which followed on TVW7, It’s Academic, suffered a fall to 25 against the ABW2 

News. This Day Tonight was still performing strongly on ABW2 with 22,25,17,24.Mark  Six 

months later It’s Academic with 26,32,32,32 was back at No.9 with viewer numbers of 

141,000.Mark

1 On The Buses    43%  82,000  

2 Miss Australia Final

3 $25,000 Great Temptation  41  182,000  

38 Frank Moss, personal communication, telephone, 12 June 2003.

39 Sir James Cruthers, personal communication, telephone, 12 June 2003.

40 The West Australian, Perth, 5 October 1972.

41 Anderson Analysis, No.1 1972, 20Feb-4Mar, 12-25 Mar.1972, Sydney, 1972.

42 Ibid.



4 Please Sir!    39  175,000

5 Benny Hill    39          157,000

          Wish Upon A Star
          Peter Cooke and Dudley Moore  

6 Division Four    38  145,000

7 Homicide    37  140,000

8 Stars of the Future   35  162,000

9 Elizabeth Browning   35  149,000

          The Immortals
10 Monday Movie    34  149,000

         Mod Squad
 10     Disneyland    33   146,000

Telethon performed well again with a pre-midnight average of 26 and from 12-6a.m.,

 the very good figures (based on each half-hour period) of 

14,15,15,15,16,15,15,15,15,14,16,16. 

 

 On a Sunday night the STW9 News at 6 p.m. outscored Reach For The Stars 

19,25,24,25 to 7,20,21,19. TVW7 had a new live local production with Anything Goes, a 

variety show hosted by John Fryer and Peter Dean. It went to air at 9.30 p.m. on Saturday 

nights with a small orchestra conducted by Terry Ingram,43 interviews, plus visiting and local 

guest artists. The ratings were only fair with 18,15,11 against imported movies on STW9 with 

18,16,18 and The Forsythe Saga repeated on ABW2 with 8,4,7.44 Peter Dean said that the 

biggest problem with the show was continuity, as the transmission was interrupted by 

‘crossing live’ to Gloucester Park for each trotting race.Mark45 However, as will be later 

reported, a ‘special’ with Barry Crocker on STW9 did not draw away the TVW7 audience.

The Fifteenth Directors’ Report TVW7 197346 recorded that in December 1972 TVW7 

mounted the first Christmas Pageant, a parade through the streets of Perth, and a monster 

43 Terry Ingram, excellent English pianist, vibraphonist, now deceased.

44 Anderson Analysis, No.1 1972, 20Feb-4Mar, 12-25 Mar.1972, Sydney, 1972.

45 Peter Dean, personal communication, interview, January 2001.

46 TVW Channel 7 Fifteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1973, West 
    Australian Newspapers, Perth, 28 August 1973.



local ‘live’ production to be video-taped and shown in prime time. It attracted a huge crowd 

and this report featured a full-page photograph of the first floats which included a large 

‘paddle-steamer’ carrying ‘the caption ‘Ship Ahoy! With “Captain’ Sandy and her crew, Fat 

Cat and Percy Penguin.’ Other pages featured ‘6IX technicians at work during the top-rating 

programme Can We Help You.’, “Outside broadcast units at SAS Channel 10, Adelaide.’ And 

‘Group Color (W.A.) Pty. Ltd sales and business manager Adrian Orchard inspects colour 

aerial prints process for the Hong Kong Lands Department’. Between the Notice of Meeting 

and the Directors’ Report was a page featuring seven bikini clad girls with ‘Popular 

entertainer Johnny Farnham and Jeff Newman…Miss 1973 Australasian Beach Girl winner 

Sue Kay and other finalists at Beatty Park.’ and ‘On the set of Telethon, 1972.’47 

Consolidated net profit for the year was $1,305,761 but bearing in mind the costs coming up 

in association with the change to colour, a total dividend of 13% was declared. This return 

was reflected on the Stock Exchange where TVW Limited shares were quoted at $2.55. It 

should be remembered that the year before both TVW Limited and Swan Television changed 

their share 

structures so that basic par values for both Companies was now 50cents per share. This meant 

that TVW7 shares in real terms were maintaining their value. Rates of interest being offered 

in other investments were, Intercontinental Development Corporation Pty. Ltd. 16% 

warranted; Mutual Acceptance 9.5% for 3 years, Mercantile Credits 9% for 3 years with 7.5% 

at call; R & I Bank 6% at call; Home Building Society 7.5% at call, 8% for 6 months; Aust. 

G’tee Corp. 9% for 4 years and Cambridge Credit 9.255% for 5 years.48 General inflation 

associated with the change of Government after 24 years brought the comments that although 

revenue had increased 17%, the profit was only marginally better than the previous year. This 

could be sheeted home to rising wages and the cost of programs. 

The Company no longer claimed a major percentage in the ratings surveys but said that they 

were ‘…being well operated by a keen and efficient staff.’49  6IX continued to perform well 

47 Ibid. See Appendices for photographs.

48 The West Australian, Perth, 2-6 October 1973.

49 Ibid, p.7.



and contribute to profits. SAS10 in Adelaide had increased its viewing audience and thereby 

picked up on advertising revenue. TVW7 acquired total ownership of Group Color (W.A.) 

Pty. Ltd., a company involved in producing large bill-board posters etc. TVW7  had also 

invested in the City Theatre group. It was estimated that the changeover to colour would cost 

both Stations (Perth and Adelaide) $2.3 million each.

The Tenth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 197350 noted that with 52% of programs 

being Australian-made, the station was on-air for 100 hours per week. Local ‘live’ production 

was still flourishing with, 

Woman’s World, Wonder World, Cooking with Gas, Cartoon Club, Wanneroo Car 
Racing, Junior Spotlight, Spotlight, What’s The Score, Topline Basketball and the 
specials Time Capsule at Three Fathoms, Bazza McKenzie in Perth, Quest of Quests, 
Miss Crowning Glory and the Beautiful Baby Show.

The Outside Broadcast Van had been busy covering such events as,

Winter Surf Lifesaving Championships, W.A. vs S.A. Basketball, Ampol Night 
Soccer, Offshore Powerboat Championships, State Surf Lifesaving Championships, 
Golden Gloves Awards, Australian Squash Championships, Rugby- France vs W.A. 
and 20th Annual Water Ski Championships.51

Final photographs were ‘Ray Shaw operating our latest colour video tape machine’, “Kevin 

Cantelo (Chief Engineer) and Graham Cherry (Programme Manager) of 6KY’, ‘News and 

Weather Team’, ‘Peter Barlowe and assistants during vintage car drive for funds to aid Slow 

Learning Children’s Group.’, and Lloyd Lawson and Jenny Clemesha admiring latest colour 

control desk’.52 This held pointers to a future time when matters of technical interest would 

be considered more important than station ‘personalities’.

Operating profit was $622,500 (last year $510,369) after providing $252,455 depreciation 

($233,975). Taxation absorbed $272,622 ($241,067) leaving $349,878 ($269,402) available. 

A small capital profit of $7,896 was not included. A dividend of 12.5% was paid for the year. 

50 Tenth STW Swan Television Limited Annual Report 1973, Perth, 2 August 1973

51 Ibid.

52 Ibid. See Appendices for photographs.



Swan Television shares were selling for $1.35, so their return was twice as good as those of 

TVW Limited.53

STW9 purchased radio stations 6KY and 6NA for the sum of $1,101,018  during the year and 

although they incurred a trading loss, future benefits were expected to accrue. The move into 

the associated medium was prompted by TVW7’s acquisition of the 6IX group.54 STW9 was 

also part of the consortium which took over City Theatres Group. The company operated the 

Skyline, Starline, Riverline, Beechline, Daleline, and Parkline drive-in theatres plus the 

Piccadilly, Grand and Royal city theatres. Once again this can be seen as copy-cat behaviour 

by STW9 and a wish to ‘match-it’ with their competition.

It was estimated that 224,000 families in Perth viewed television, up from 168,000 in 1970. 

There were approximately 3,450,000 homes in Australia with TV sets and 11.1 million radio 

receivers, equal to one set for every Australian over the age of six. 75% of new cars were 

equipped with radios. And portable TV sets were beginning to make their appearance.55 It 

was recorded that STW9 repaid a large loan from the A.M.P. Society which stood in the 

books as $547,844. This was an indication of the new liquidity gained by the Company.56

Introduction of Australian Production ‘Points Scoring System’:

It was during this period that the Federal Government introduced a new ‘Points System’ 

which was intended to boost Australian production. Types of programs were rated as scoring 

certain points depending upon classification and viewing times. The initial formula required 

the stations to score one point for each hour on air.57 In practice this worked to the detriment 

of Western Australian local ‘live’ production as it became cheaper to purchase an Eastern 

States syndicated program which fulfilled the provisions of the Act. This development in 

Government regulation would have been better if it had called for a certain amount of ‘local’ 

production in each State of the Commonwealth.

53 The West Australian, Perth, 2-6 October 1973.

54 Bill Bowen, interview, 1999.

55 Tenth STW Swan Television Limited Annual Report 1973, Perth, 2 August 1973

56 Ibid.

57 Ibid.



The introduction of the Points System was another of the continuing addendums to the 

Broadcasting and Television Act 1942.  When television commenced in 1956 it was regulated 

by section 114(1) which instructed operators to employ Australians to the greatest degree in 

production and presentation areas.58 After three years of operation the first Government 

instructions regarding programming were promulgated, requiring Australian content of at 

least 40% which rose to 50% in 1965. Stations had to telecast one hour weekly (rising to 2 

hours after 1962) of material produced in Australia, between 7.30 and 9.30 p.m.59 The 

regulatory body was the Australian Broadcasting Control Board which became the object of 

criticism following a Senate Select Committee in 1963. This, the Vincent Committee 

criticised the small percentage of Australian production content on commercial television and 

the deleterious effects on Australian culture.60 An adjunct was the lack of opportunity for 

local talent in all creative spheres. By 1971, televised content had to be 45% (increasing to 

50% in 1972) during prime time. A minimum of six hours of Australian produced drama was 

to be aired during each four week period.61 As well, in the same period the stations were 

required to show four hours of Australian content during viewing times for children of school 

age.

With an incumbent Labor Government in 1973 (greatly assisted in its election by the 

representatives of theatre and television production) there was a major change to the 

controlling body’s attitude to the control and encouragement of local (Australian) content. 

This led to the withdrawal of ‘quotas’ and introduction of a ‘points system’.62 Australian 

programs attracted ‘points’ varying from 0.5 to 10, the degree of which were assigned 

according to a complicated measuring system which took into consideration the amount of 

specialist input, money expended, work created for all sorts of people from carpenters to 

58 Franco Papandrea, Cultural Regulation of Australian Television Programs, Australian Government 
    Publishing Service, Canberra, 1997, p.56

59 Ibid.

60 Ibid. 

61 Ibid, p.57.

62 Local Content – One Hour A Day, Television Make It Australia, Law Faculty, University of NSW, 
    1997, p.16



actors and the specific timing of the transmissions. The number of hours that the station was 

on-air between 6 in the morning and midnight required at least a matching number of ‘points’ 

for a 28 day period. Another requirement was to telecast ‘six hours of first release drama each 

28 days during prime time (subsequently increased to 104 hours plus four ‘big budget 

specials’ per year).’63 There was no points allocation for programs sourced from outside 

Australia.64 O’Regan said that while others had alleged that the Government’s control was 

mostly symbolic, at least the television stations were forced to use 30% of Australian drama 

content.65 In 1996 a Federal Government publication reported criticism of Government 

functionaries,

In the 1970s, the bodies set up to regulate commercial television have increasingly 
been the targets of criticism. The critics hold that the stations have not been 
adequately supervised by these reluctant regulators. At the same time, the TV stations 
suggest that the Australian Broadcasting Control Board, and its successor, the 
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, have tended to intrude too much into the conduct of 
the stations and have threatened the full and adequate development of the system.66 

Cunningham and Jacka reconciled the intrusion of Government policy with the impending 

pressures of sustained economic rationalism.

Until the late 1980s, there was very little public discussion on the costs of television 
content regulation and little disturbance to agreement on the cultural benefits of a 
local industry…However the winds of economic rationalism, which originated in the 
Thatcherite-Reaganite politics of the Northern Hemisphere began to blow strongly in 
Canberra.67 P.66

The points allocation for various types of programs were:

Drama one-shot – Indigenous and other forms of very high quality TV 
specials           
 20 

63 Franco Papandrea, 1997, p.56

64 Local Content – One Hour A Day, Television Make It Australia, Law Faculty, University of NSW, 
    1997, p.16

65 Tom O’Regan, ‘The Converging of Film and Television’, in Australian Television Programs, 
    Pleasures and  Politics, Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1989, pp.22-23

66 Australian Commercial Television 1986-1995, Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics,   
    Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1996, p.33

67 Stuart Cunningham and Elizabeth Jacka, Australian Television and International Mediascapes, 
   Cambridge University Press, Melbourne, 1996, p.66



Indigenous means drama written, performed and produced by Australians.
Indigenous Drama series and Cinema films        
            5
     “  “        Drama serials           ½ 
Drama part indigenous                          
As above but allowing a ‘foreign’ element.             from 3 to19

The arts, education         
Fine music, ballet, literature, classical drama. Serious reviews and criticis
of art forms. Education not specific to a course of 
study.            
   10
Light Entertainment
Variety, Tonight Shows, Quiz and Panel 
Shows.            
    10
Current Affairs        
Social, Economic examination of newsworthy items.
Documentary - Past, Present and Future aspects of a particular 
subject.     
           5
Children’s C                  
Classified ‘C’ by the Children’s Program Committee      5

Kindergarten                       3
Pre-school.
Other than above for children.          
            2
Information 
Cooking, Physical culture, Gardening, Direct Sporting  ,                    from ½ to 5 [source 
ABT 1981, pp.178-180] 68

In Western Australia the points system had little impact and both commercial stations easily 

fulfilled the demands of the regulation as evidenced by, 

Quota Hrs.  Target   Actual   ‘Specials’   Australian    0600-2400 1800-2200 
1600-2200
. Drama.        Points   Points                       Content %
          
SWTW9   141.15    6552     16578     17      57.7            48.3     51,8

68 Kirsten Schou, The Structure and Operation of the Television Industry in Australia, Australian Film 
    and Television Scholl, North Ryde, 1982, p.36



TVW7      273.30    6541     12995     11                                  46.9            50.4            56.9 69  

The 1973 Ratings saw a ‘new kid on the block’ in a program produced in Sydney by Peter 

Bernados (former Producer of the unsuccessful Tonight Shows at STW9 in 1969/70) for 

ATN7. It was the all conquering Number 96 which showed survey figures at No.1 of 42% 

with 191,000 viewers. The rest of the Top Ten were still with TVW7. As a new attempt at a 

local ‘live’ women’s program on Tuesday early afternoons STW9 introduced Cooking With 

Josephine Farley a new program for women sponsored by a gas company. It languished with 

5,6,5,5, against Days Of Our Lives on TVW7 with 16,18,23,20. On Thursdays STW9 tried an 

Entertainment Guide but it also failed at 5,5,5,5, against the same opposition with 

15,14,20,20. Anything Goes was still going to air with 14,13,12,12 against the STW9 movies 

19,10,11,8.70  The second ratings survey of that year showed a big increase in the number of 

viewers, probably accountable by the change in seasons.

1      Number 96   49%   226,000

2     $25,000 Great Temptation 45   245,000

3     Benny Hill Show              43   210,000

       Morecombe and Wise
4     TVW7 Specials              43   202,000

5     Barry Crocker Special             42   202,000

6     Disneyland   40   250,000

7     TVW7 Sunday News  40   218,000

8     It’s Academic   40   205,000

9     Stars of The Future  39   209,000

10   TVW7 Sunday Movie.  38   196,00071 

All ten programs were on TVW7. New programs on STW9 included the Melbourne produced 

children’s show Young Talent Time with Western Australian export Johnny Young as Producer 

and Compere. It rated poorly 14,17,11,12 against the TVW7 News with 40,42,42,39. B.P. 

Showcase returned to STW9 on Monday nights and TVW7 mounted big specials against that 

69 Local Content – One Hour A Day, Television Make It Australia, Law Faculty, University of NSW, 
    1997, p.26

70 Anderson Analysis No.1 1973 15Mar.-5April,1973, Sydney, 1973.

71 Anderson Analysis No.2 4-25 May 1973, Sydney 1973.



show with the winning results of  40,39,42,41 to 21,24,23,19. The viewer’s tastes had 

changed since the initial success of Showcase. 

STW9 put on a locally produced program called Bazza McKenzie in Perth which rated 15,15 

against Anything Goes with 21,19.72 The reason for this is a little difficult to fathom as Barry 

Crocker was well known in Perth through the movie The Adventures of Bazza McKenzie, 

appearances at local cabarets and Telethon. However, the viewers stuck with TVW7 and this 

was probably due to the fact that Anything Goes was a regular program as opposed to Bazza 

McKenzie being a ‘one-off’ special.  It can also be surmised that the viewers of the TVW7 

program did indeed follow the trotting telecasts. 

The last survey of 1973 still showed TVW7 with the Top Ten including a locally produced 

‘live’ special Miss Western Australia shown on a Wednesday night which scored 36% with 

183,000 viewers. On  Sunday evening Telethon  scored 34 against STW9 News with 11 and 

ABW2 News on the same figure. At 7.30 the Telethon figure had swollen to 53! TVW7 

instituted a new current affairs program late at night, 10.30 p.m., which rated 6,8,8,9 against 

STW9 movies of 5,6,8 and the end of a Royal Variety Concert which rated 25. At 8 p.m. on 

Thursday the ABW2 ‘cult-followed’ show Aunty Jack did not have much appeal with 8, 

against TVW7’s On The Buses with 42 and STW9’s The Persuaders with 22.73 

The fact that all of the programs on commercial television came from a common ‘pool’ does 

nothing to supply the answer as to why, generally speaking,  at this time they rated better on 

TVW7. In 1966, to obviate an auction system whereby the Distributors could exact the best 

price for their wares, the two commercial stations had formed a buying cartel.74 This meant 

that they negotiated the best price for programs then chose which they would have by ballot, 

with a simple coin-toss deciding first choice. However, the system had always favoured 

TVW7, as when it was instigated, James Cruthers insisted that his station should retain the 

rights to their already well established programs such as Disneyland, Gunsmoke, and 77 

72 Ibid.

73 Anderson Analysis, No.5 7Oct-5 Nov. 1972, Sydney, 1972.

74 Eric Fisher, personal communication, telephone conversation, 2001.
    The cartel was instigated at the request of STW9.



Sunset Strip etc.75 There was also the phenomenon that local productions always seemed to 

rate better on TVW7 than STW9. As mentioned on p.145, Jeff Newman claims that it was a 

matter of ‘better production people’76 but even that seems to be a simplification. On many 

occasion I  was approached by members of the public who would say ‘We see you sometimes 

on the telly, but we wish you were on our channel!’ This ‘built-in’ advantage persisted for at 

least six years.

The cover of Sixteenth Directors’ Report TVW7 197477 had eleven small photographs of 

Humphrey B. Bear, Fat Cat and Percy Penguin trying for a Hole-in-One; Rolf Harris viewing 

a model of the proposed Entertainment Centre; The Christmas Pageant; Dorrie Evans from 

Number 96 with Peter Dean and John Fryer, Stuart Wagstaff and friend, the Prime Minister 

Gough Whitlam, Barry Crocker; Sandy Palmer; the racing yacht ‘Southern Cross and Lionel 

Yorke and guest on Telethon. Page 4 was a full colour photograph of Jeff Newman with 

newly crowned Miss Australia, Miss Western Australia Randy Baker. Newman was now 

TVW7 Production Manager and the direct telecast from Perth Concert Hall was seen around 

Australia.78 

Consolidated net profit for the year was up a little to $1,326,222 but the Board bemoaned the 

fact that ‘…the rate of wage escalation is increasing rather than decreasing.’79 With the cost 

of colour conversion estimated to be $2.5 million and ‘…increases in the cost of costly 

Australian programming we are required to telecast…’80 The Company was described as ‘…

operating in an adverse economic climate.’ However, this did not stop the Directors from 

declaring a total 

dividend of 17% to the shareholders. The Stock Market showed that TVW Limited shares had 

dropped to $1.57 and their return to new investors had consequently risen. By comparison 

75 Eric Fisher, personal communication, telephone conversation, 2001.

76 Jeff Newman, interview, 1999.

77 TVW Channel 7 Sixteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1974, West
    Australian Newspapers, Perth, 28 August 1974, p.4.

78 See Appendices for photographs.

79 Ibid, p.5

80 Ibid.



shares in the National Bank had fallen to $1.40. Money was ‘tight’ and other offerings were 

from General Motors Acceptance Corporation 12% for 180 days; Australian Guarantee 

Corporation 12% for 2-4 years; W.A. Building Society 10% at call, Norman L. Payton 12% at 

call.81 On 4 October 1974 the front-page headline was an announcement from the Federal 

Treasurer. Mr. Crean said ‘The Credit Squeeze To Be Eased ’to restore business confidence.82 

There was to be no bonus dividend as there had been in the past five years because of the 

need to conserve funds and the shareholders were asked to remember that those were paid 

from capital gains.83  A special item of business was to pass a resolution to grant 20,000 

ordinary 50 cent share options to Joint Managing Directors J.W. Cruthers and B.S. Treasure. 

This was instigated by the Board as recognition for the work done by the two executives in 

maintaining the position and profitability of TVW7 Limited. They now occupied equality in 

the Company structure.84

Expenditure on Australian content increased by 69% in the year. The TVW7 Report said that 

wage increases amounted to a startling 45% over the past two years and there were no signs 

of  this pattern changing. Over ten years the salaries and wages bill had risen 320%, program 

costs increased by 144% and overall operating costs had risen 226%.85 This was a reflection 

of the enormous blow-out in inflationary pressures brought about by the changes and reforms 

promoted by the Whitlam Labor Government, which was elected in 1972. Because of 

liquidity problems and a fear of the future, a proposal to extend the studios at a cost of 

$500,000 was deferred. 6IX continued to earn money but SAS10 in Adelaide reported less 

profit. Group Color (W.A.) continued to trade profitably. 

The big news of the year was that a new venue was to be built in Wellington Street Perth, to 

be known as the Channel 7- Edgely Entertainment Centre. Two new subsidiaries were 

81 The West Australian, Perth, 3-7 October 1974.

82 Ibid, p.1

83 TVW Channel 7 Sixteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1974, West 
   Australian Newspapers, Perth, 28 August 1974, p.5

84 Sir James Cruthers, personal communication, interview, 4 June 2003.

85TVW Channel 7 Sixteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1974, West 
   Australian Newspapers, Perth, 28 August 1974, p.6



registered to build and operate the complex which would include cinemas and a tavern. They 

were Academy Entertainment Pty. Ltd., and Academy Tavern and Restaurant Pty. Ltd. With a 

projected opening in December 1974 the first attraction would be The Russian Gymnasts 

followed by Disney on Parade with an official opening on Boxing Day 1975. The total cost 

was expected to be about $6.5 million and the Centre had a loss of $45,953 in preliminary 

costs for the financial year under review.86 Other involvement with other enterprises not 

directly related to television included film distribution, management and promotion of stage 

productions and concerts, and merchandising. Group income rose by 68% in the period.87 

Most of this entrepreneurial activity was due to Brian Treasure,88 although he was against the 

take-over of SAS10 in Adelaide and strongly opposed the introduction of Telethon.89

STW9’s first use of colour photographs was made in the Eleventh Annual Directors’ Report 

STW9 Limited 1974 90  but promotion of local ‘live’ or personalities was not in evidence. 

Management had a fear of ‘creating monsters’ who would want to be in proportion to their 

Eastern States counterparts. When I was getting $70 a week for being a television ‘star’, 

Geoff Corke ‘King of the Kids’ in Melbourne was receiving at least five times that figure in 

Melbourne.91 The pictorial content was of Station vehicles, Sports Staff and a smiling Gough 

Whitlam on local production Newsday.92 Comment was directed at a new Government 

measure. In August 1973, the Australian Broadcasting Control Board introduced the first 

stage of the “points system”. Management saw that it was a threat to local production. 

In June 1974, the second stage commenced and we were disappointed that due 
recognition was not given to our efforts. It is the policy of the Government to 
encourage Australian production, and it was with this in mind, that STW9 produced 
twenty-two episodes of a half hour Australian Drama series called “the Drifter”. At 
the same time we commenced a Current Affairs programme “Newsday” on a regular 
basis.

86 Ibid, p.7.

87 Ibid.

88 James Haddock, former WA Newspapers associate of  Treasure, personal communication, May 2003.

89 Sir James Cruthers, 4 June 2002.

90 Eleventh STW Swan Television Limited Annual Report 1974, Perth, 2 August 1974, p.3.

91 Denzil Howson, personal communication, interview, Melbourne, Nov.2002.

92 Eleventh STW Swan Television Limited Annual Report 1974, Perth, 2 August 1974, back cover.



These programmes are extremely expensive and if we are to produce them in our 
small market and generate local employment, the points system must recognise this 
special effort which is proportionately greater in comparison to our maximum 
achievable revenue than a similar effort in a larger market. Unfortunately this 
argument has not been recognised by the Broadcasting Control Board and we have 
discontinued the drama series. 93

The net profit was $366,160 and a total dividend of 12.5% was made to the shareholders. 

Swan Television shares were trading at 90 cents.94 The rising operating costs were echoed 

by the Board and salaries and wages increased by 30%. There were one hundred and 

seventy people employed at STW9 and the total wages bill was more than $1.1 million. 

The number of Outside Telecasts rose against the previous year and a number of  colour 

‘specials’ were produced and sold overseas. STW9 was on-air for 100 hours per week and 

Radio 6KY for 168 per week. The Station conducted a successful experimental colour 

transmission on 6 July 1974. 

An STW9 Editorial was directed at the Australian Broadcasting Control Board and the 

Federal Govt:

We have not been successful in having the costs of the east/west broadband reduced, 
particularly for random access for News and Current Affairs and the benefits from this 
Commonwealth facility are not being made available to our viewers as much as we 
think it ought to be. Again our argument here is that given our small market, the cost 
of this service on a per viewer basis is much higher in Perth than in the Eastern States 
markets, and recognition must be made of this point if viewers in this State are to 
have the same access to News programmes as is possible in Sydney and Melbourne 
because of their larger populations. We believe that our argument is in harmony with 
the Government’s policy of Urban and Regional Development. Two stages of the 
points scheme have been implemented and a third stage has been foreshadowed by the 
Australian Broadcasting Control Board. If this places further burdens on your station, 
they will be most difficult to bear. Television must first absorb the cost burdens of the 
color era.95 

93 Ibid.

94 The West Australian, 3-7 October 1974.

95 Ibid, p.4. See Chapter 4, p.6 on the Points System.



The ‘broadband’ referred to was the facility operated by the Postmaster General’s 

Department, which allowed the ‘live’ transmission of programs from the Eastern States to 

Perth. It was a limited service because there was only one channel of communication and this 

had to be ‘booked’ by television stations well in advance. Because of cost, it only catered to 

important events. The first of these was a ‘live’ telecast of the 1973 F.A.Cup Final from 

England.96

It was recorded that Foundation Director David Bell O.B.E. had died in November 1973. 

The McNair Television Audience Survey No.1 1974 10 March-6 April showed only one of 

twenty Top Shows to be on STW9. They had one Sunday night viewing audience of 147,000. 

Tuesday nights showed,

 STW9 News   25,23,25,27
 TVW7 News  32,33,30,35
 ABW2 News  25,23,26,28
 This Day Tonight 17,17,17,2197

The second survey showed that Number 96 was placed Nos.1,2 and 3 with 225,000 viewers 

on Monday, 217,000 on Tuesday and 202,000 on Wednesday.98 By the third survey of 1974 

two STW9 programs were doing well. Showcase was at No.13 with 152,000 viewers and 

their Sunday Movies No.14 with 152,000 viewers. The remainder were all on TVW7.99 In the 

fourth survey Disneyland replaced Number 96 in first place with 218,000 viewers. Showcase 

was 

No 9. The new program at 6.30 p.m. on TVW7, The Brady Bunch was No.13 with 138,000. 

Their News was back at 6 p.m. and beating that of STW9 27,26,26,20 to 15,13,11,11.100 

In 1992, Muir noted that ‘Most stations and networks promote their programmes through the 

press in both paid advertising and editorially, through billboards and the radio. The most 

96 Sir James Cruthers, 4 June, 2003.

97 McNair Survey, no.1, 1974, 10Mar.-6April, Sydney, 1974.

98 McNair Survey, No.2, 1974, 19May-15June, Sydney, 1974.

99 McNair Survey, No.3, 1974, 28July-24Aug., Sydney, 1974.

100 McNair Survey, No.4 1974, 8Oct.-2Nov., Sydney, 1974.



powerful and common form is, however, on television “promos”.’101 Bill Bowen claims that 

the turn around was eventually accomplished by a magic formula whereby one ‘strong’ rating 

program was saturated with promotions for other shows. 102  While the contribution of STW9 

executive Len Downs was significant, the passage of time had eased the second station into a 

more acceptable position as far as the audience was concerned.

For the first time, in the Seventeenth Directors’ Report TVW7 1975103 there was a complete 

absence of photographic material but the following information evidences the first 

implications of economic rationalism. Emphasising as it does the necessity for the 

shareholders to profit, it opens the way for consideration of curtailing expenditure. One of the 

first areas to eventually fall victim to the ‘eco.rats’104 would be local ‘live’ production.

The proclaimed socialist policies of the incumbent Labor Government drew the following 

blatant editorializing, a new trend in the television annual reports. It was argued that the 

general thrust of  the Federal Government ‘…must be resisted and, if not destroyed, at least 

controlled to the greatest possible degree.’105 It was implied that the projected attack on 

economic difficulties and unemployment would have to start with revitalisation of the private 

sector. Public perception that  ‘profits, investments – and even shareholders’106 were 

unacceptable components of society had to be changed. The writer claimed an ally in the 

Treasurer Mr. Crean, who had said publicly in 1974 that company profits were contiguous 

with higher rates of employment and that the higher rates of wages were a threat to both.

101 Ian Muir, ‘Understanding and Managing Audience Demand’, in Case Studies in Australian MEDIA 
     MANAGEMENT, Elizabetyh More and Keith Smith (eds.), Macquarie University Graduate School of 
     Management, North Ryde, 1992, p.166.

102 Bill Bowen, interview, 1999.

103 TVW Channel 7 Seventeenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1975, West
     Australian Newspapers, Perth, 28 August 1975, p.1.

104 Economic rationalists.

105 TVW Channel 7 Seventeenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1975, West 
     Australian Newspapers, Perth, 28 August 1975, p.1

106 Ibid.



However, one year later there was a generally stagnant Australian business economy, 

unemployment had doubled to 225,000 ‘…and profits, dividends, and shareholders, 

apparently are still regarded as undesirable.’107 The editorial then made the point that in the 

case of TVW7, most of the shareholders were,

what might fondly be referred to as “ordinary people”, most of them holding only a 
few hundred shares. They rely on their dividends. This is particularly so of retired 
people – and many of our shareholders are retired – who need their dividends to 
bolster fixed incomes which are diminishing in value almost daily.108

It was noted that ‘ordinary wage earners’ had enjoyed increases in their remuneration, some 

as much as a doubling of their wages, while shareholders were receiving less than they had 

three years previously and their capital base was eroding. The conclusion said that ‘current 

value accounting’ measures would add to investor’s woes and unless ‘…something more 

significant is attempted soon to reduce the inflationary pressures and improve the earning 

capacity of the private sector, investment in private industry will continue to face a serious 

crisis.’109

To consolidate the above complaints the TVW7 Annual Report said that because of the 

adverse economic climate and the costs of colour conversion, the net profit was down 9% for 

the year to $1,207,284. However the Directors considered this to be a ‘sound performance’ in 

spite of their foregoing Prophet of Doom pronouncement. The dividend was set at 11%.110 

TVW Limited shares were at $1.30 down 27c on last year. The National Bank had recovered 

to $2.40 while the Bank of NSW shares were high at $6.42 and the ANZ Bank was $6.00.111 

Despite the promises from the Whitlam Labor Government, Australia’s financial situation had 

worsened and credit was still ‘squeezed’. Chrysler Corporation was offering 13.5% interest 

on money invested for 3 years; Finance Corporation of Australia 12.75% for 5 years and the 

W.A. Building Society 9% at call. Housing loans from Perth Building Society were being 

offered at 10.5%, while Town and Country Building Society was charging 11%.112 TVW7 

107 Ibid.

108 Ibid.

109 Ibid.

110 Ibid

111 The West Australian, 3-7 October 1975.

112 Ibid.



continued as the cornerstone of the Group’s activities. SAS10 had a disappointing year with 

interest on loan funds from the parent company for colour equipment being a major reason. 

Unused black and white programs to the value of $80,003 were written off,  but because the 

station’s audience ratings improved they received a higher share of Adelaide’s advertising 

expenditure. In June 1972 TVW7 purchased an investment company with big tax losses and 

transferred their Radio 6IX interests to it with the view of offsetting profits against 

accumulated losses. Shortly afterwards the Federal Government changed the taxation laws 

and submitted a revised tax bill for $140,720. This information made the former bleating 

regarding loss of profits ring a little hollow. Group Color moved into new premises build 

adjoining the TVW7 studios at Tuart Hill and only achieved ‘modest profits’.113 

The Entertainment Centre was completed and opened as planned after the contract building 

price of $3,071,000, fit-out at $1,745,000 and establishment costs of $184,000 ( a total of $5 

million) blew out to almost $8 million. Both Federal and State Governments provided loan 

funds ‘at reasonable rates’114 but the added interest costs would off-set profit returns for a 

long time. The Centre was not alone in suffering costs blow-outs and many other large capital 

works had met a similar fate during the preceding two years. 115 There was a relatively 

smooth transition to colour with the estimated cost of $2.5 million for TVW7 proving to be 

correct. Surveys showed that colour TV sets were selling at a faster proportional rate in Perth 

than anywhere else with the exception of Sydney.116 TVW7 followed the lead by STW9 in 

their last annual report and gave themselves an extended pat on the back for community 

activities. 

The Ninth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 1975.117 sported photographs promoting 

both technical areas and non-studio local ‘live’ production. ‘One of the station’s new colour 

cameras’, ‘Part of new master control centre’, ‘Appealathon telephone room’, ‘Laurie 

113 TVW Channel 7 Seventeenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1975, West 
     Australian Newspapers, Perth, 28 August 1975, p.2

114 Ibid, p.3.

115 Ibid.

116 Ibid.

117 Swan Television Ltd., Twelfth Annual Report 1975, Perth, 20 November, 1975, p.4.



Kiernan (Managing Director) announces final figure at end of Appealathon telecast.’, ‘6KY 

on air’, ‘Part of huge crowd at Ascot for “Colorfest” marking start of colour outside 

broadcasting’, ‘White Water classic- The Avon Descent’, ‘Filing of documentary on Bishop 

Salvado of New Norcia, “Outside the Walls’ and ‘Early stage of this year’s Fun Run’. Station 

‘personalities’ were nowhere to be seen!118

Although the net profit was only up $21,678 on last year to $357,938, the Directors 

considered the result to be a good one as ‘colourisation’ increased both depreciation and 

interest charges on borrowings. The dividend for the year was 14% being 7.5 cents for each 

50 cent share. Swan Television shares were at 80cents.119 The cost to change to colour was 

$2.1 million which would spread over a number of years. The Report made this fairly 

obvious and non-arguable announcement, ‘ “Once you have seen colour transmission it is 

pretty hard to go back to the old black and white” seems to be the universal attitude.” ’.120 In 

contrast to the start of television in Western Australia when most people purchased their sets 

on Hire Purchase, large retailers estimated that 95% were paying cash for their colour sets, a 

fair indication of the improvement in Australian standards of living. The penetration was 

reckoned to be already 12.5%. The Australian Broadcasting Control Board received a 

bouquet for choosing the PAL 625 line colour system for Australia.121 

At STW9, Director’s fees which had stood at $7,000 for ten years were increased to $15,000. 

Through their subsidiary companies D.M. Cullity, W.J. Hughes, W.J. Hughes (Junr.), L.J. 

Kiernan, B.F. Prindiville, P.B. Young and G.R. Young had full control of the Company.122 

The first audience survey of 1975 showed that six of the Top Twenty programs had been aired 

by STW9. They were Hogan’s Heroes at No.8 with 125,000 viewers, Thursday News at No.

12 with 120,000 viewers. The Streets of San Francisco and The Box (set in an Eastern States 

118 Ibid. See Appendices for photographs.

119 The West Australian, Perth, 3-7 October 1975.

120 Swan Television Ltd., Twelfth Annual Report 1975, Perth, 20 November, 1975, p.5

121 Ibid.

122 Ibid, p.7



television station, one of the stars was Barrie Barkla, who later worked with STW9) at No.14 

with 116,000 viewers, Matlock Police (a Crawford Production) at No.15 with 114,000, 

Saturday Movies at No.17 with 109,000 and Adam 12 at No.19 with 106,000.123 Despite the 

fact that with one exception they were all in the lower Ten, the overall picture was surely 

changing. In the afternoon time slot the perennial Bugs Bunny Show had finally been 

overtaken by STW9’s Land of the Giants 9,8,9,10 to 9,4,5,5. The older Dobie Gillis on 

TVW7  8,5,8,8 was being beaten by Gilligan’s Island on STW9 with 12,11,15,12. The second 

survey provided another upset when STW9 for the first time rated No.1 with the Monday 

movie Planet of The Apes with 213,000 viewers. One of their Sunday movies was No.2 with 

191,000 viewers.124

1 STW9 Mon. Movie    213,000 viewers

2 STW9 Sun. Movie    191,000

3 STW9 Little House on the Prairie  188,000

4 TVW7 Number 96.    182,000 

5 STW9 Hogan’s Heroes   175,000

6 TVW7 Benny Hall    173,000

7 TVW7 News Mon    166,000

8 TVW7 Kojak.     156,000

9 TVW7 News     152,000

10 STW9 Doctor At Sea    144,000

11 TVW7 Flintstones    143,000

12 TVW7 Stars of The Future   140,000

13 TVW7 Please Sir!    140,000

14 TVW7 On The Buses    139,000

15 TVW7 W.W. of Disney   138,000

16 TVW7 News. Sun.    136,000

17 STW9 Adam 12    135,000

18 TVW7 Little People    135,000

19 TVW7 Brady Bunch    131,000

123 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, Perth, TV1, 1975.

124 Ibid.



20 STW9 News.     124,000125

There was an important change to the status quo when It’s Academic lost its superiority to an 

American comedy set in a German Prisoner of War Camp - Stalag 13. It lost 24,21,21,23 to 

Hogan’s Heroes with 29,29,36,30.126 The third survey for 1975 showed that Cooking with 

Josephine Farley was still on air but only rating 4,4,3,2. Gilligan’s Island [see 1967 

comparison] was being repeated again at 5.30 p.m. out-rating TVW7’s Tarzan, 22,19,17,20 to 

16,16,16,16. It’s Academic had been returned to its time-slot of  7 p.m. and with 31,25,21,19 

was close to the ABW2 News figures of 17,23,21,19. On one Thursday the latter program, 

following Test Cricket rated 36 ,31 and the following night This Day Tonight enjoyed similar 

figures of 31 and 36.126

Australia’s Change to Colour Transmissions:

The biggest change since the start of television transmissions in 1956 was the 1972 

announcement by the Federal Government that colour TV would commence in 1975. Jones 

and Bednall commented that ‘In 1974 there was a development that seemed destined to make 

all of the former content of television obsolete at a stroke. That was the coming of colour.’127 

The essence of this cannot be overstated. In 1990, Tom O’Regan described the introduction 

of colour television as ‘…a clear technical marker…’ of  ‘… the third phase…’ of Australian 

television.128 O’Regan stated that ‘Colour television provided a new burst of interest in the 

medium. A second marker of this third phase was a great leap forward of the social, cultural 

and industrial importance of local product.’129 It was also said that ‘This change (to colour] 

was in its own way as profound a change as the coming of sound to the movies in the late 

125 Ibid.

126 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, Perth, TV3, 1975.

127 Colin Jones and David Bednall, Television in Australia Its History Through the Ratings, Australian 
     Broadcasting Tribunal, Government Print, Canberra, 1982, p.32

128 Tom O’Regan, ‘Towards a High Communication Policy: Assessing Recent Changes within Australian 
     Broadcasting’ Continuum, vol.2, no, 1, pp.135-58. Revised versions in Media Information Australia  
     no.58, November 1990, pp.111-24 and as ‘The Background to TV Networking’, in Australian 
     Communications Technology and Policy, More & Lewis (eds.) 1988.
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1920s’130 Without doubt these observations are correct and the change to colour provided a 

clear sign-post which still can be read. It says, Australia Went That A’Way! Australian 

viewers in 1974 were quite enthralled with the impending novelty of colour television  When 

the change took place, surveys showed that people with colour sets watched more television 

than those with monochrome. By the late 1970s there were few homes in Australia without 

colour television.131

In Martin Koffel’s 1970 report entitled The Impact of Colour Television in Australia, 

Committee for Economic Development of Australia, Sydney, 1970,132 the Foreword was 

written by Charles Moses, the former General Manager of the Australian Broadcasting 

Commission said,

If I were asked my opinion today I would be inclined to say that we will have colour 
TV before the Sydney Opera House is completed. Martin Koffel’s paper “The Impact 
of Colour Television in Australia”, sets out forcefully the reasons why the 
Government are not likely to hold back the introduction of this exciting development 
very far into 1972, a year in which the Opera House is not likely to be in operation.133

Colour TV in the US commenced in 1953. ‘It had a slow and painful start, taking 10 years to 

achieve 3% of home saturation’ After 4 years it had risen to 30%.134 In Australia it was 

decided to adopt the Phase Alternating Line system (PAL)135 and the McMahon Government 

had promised an eighteen months’ notice of a starting date. This timing was expected to 

coincide with an anticipated upswing in the economy in 1971/72.136

Koffel was optimistic about the introduction of colour television but noted, ‘On the other 

hand, poor colour or poor programmes, unreliable receivers, lack of skilled servicemen or 

130 Albert Moran, ‘Three Stages of Australian Television’ in Australian Television Programs, Pleasure 
    and Politics,  John Tulloch and Graeme Turner (eds.), Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1989.

131 Colin Jones and David Bednall, 1982, p.12

132 Martin Koffel, The Impact of Colour Television in Australia, Committee for Economic Development 
     of Australia, Sydney, 1970.

133 Ibid, Foreword, p.ii

134 Ibid, p.1

135 Ibid, p.2

136 Ibid, p.5



uninterested retailers could keep demand depressed.’137 His association with the medium was 

made clear in the statement, ‘Obviously we in the advertising agency business are vitally 

interested in the health of the medium but the most direct effect colour television will have on 

us will be on our creative talent – the writers and producers who make the television 

commercials.138

The availability of colour would open up new areas in the field of advertising and 

considerable changes would be observed in forms of packaging and the choice of their 

colours. They would of necessity have to be compatible with public acceptance and changes 

would have to be made to the presentation of many items already advertised on monochrome 

television.139  Koffel concluded his report with, ‘Speaking subjectively, I believe that most of 

us want colour television and given a firm date by the Government, we could all work to a 

concrete goal for providing a first class, well-rounded, technically expert colour service 

months after the announcement.140

Two years later the Australian Broadcasting Control Board brought out a report on colour 

television.141 The scope of the study was to look at the future demand for both colour and 

television receivers in Australia. Market saturation by black and white television had almost 

been reached and many sets, of upwards of nineteen years were due for replacement.142 TV 

receiver prices have shown a downward trend. Between 1956-57 and 1971-72 average 

weekly earnings rose 143.5 % being an annual increase of 6.1 %. Consumer prices rose by 

just 2.75 % p.a. The price of TV receivers dropped from over $500 to less than $100. 

Whereas the price of a TV equalled 10 weeks’ work in 1956/57, by 1970 only it was only 3 

weeks.143 It was expected that Hire Purchase would be the winner if sets cost more than 

137 Ibid, p.6

138 Ibid, p.7

139 Ibid, p.11

140 Ibid.

141 Report on Colour Television, Australian Broadcasting Control Board, Sydney, 1972.

142 Ibid, p.5

143 Ibid, p.8



$550144 but in fact, when the time came, most people paid cash.145 In general terms it was 

supposed that, ‘The main effect of the introduction of colour television will be to depress 

sales of other electrical goods. This effect will be greater the lower the price of colour 

television receivers.’146

It was correctly prophesied that the introduction of colour television would increase the 

profitability of stations brought about by larger audiences, leading to an upturn in advertising 

revenue.147 On 15 February 1972 the Federal Government announced a starting date for 

colour television in Australia of 1 March 1975 and TVW7 ordered a complete colour Outside 

Broadcast Van.148

In the Eighteenth Directors’ Report TVW7 1976149 the Company limited photographs to just 

one, when its only ‘star’ depiction was a full-page colour picture of Fat Cat. Local ‘live’ 

production was losing its ‘face’!

With The Entertainment Centre still having been a financial problem, the Group’s net profit 

was down $51,671 on the year before at $1,155,613. The dividend was set at 11%. TVW 

Limited shares were quoted at $1.73. The Bank of NSW was at $6.08 and the National Bank 

was $2.90. A Telecom Loan was offering 10.6% interest for a 15 year term; Perth Building 

Society was paying 10% on pass-book savings; Statewide Building Society 11% and 

Australian Guarantee Corp., 12% for 4 years.150 It was recorded that the Entertainment Centre 

had been sold to the State Government but TVW7 had retained the operating rights for five 

years.

144  Ibid, p.15

145 See p.21 this chapter.

146 Report on Colour Television, Australian Broadcasting Control Board, Sydney, 1972, p.22

147 p.23

148 TVW Channel 7 Fourteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited – 1972, West 
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149 Eighteenth Annual Report and Financial Statements of TVW Limited 1976, Tuart Hill, 7 October 1976, 
     p.2.
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There was a further homily directed at inflation.

Investors have been warned over the past year or two of the effect of inflation and 
what it means to the community. In the past five years Australia has suffered more 
than 70% inflation and there seems little doubt this is crippling some businesses. As 
mentioned earlier it has distorted the relevance of the conventional historical cost 
accounting basis 
which does not enable sufficient funds to be retained through depreciation charges to 
adequately provide for the replacement of plant and other assets used for business 
purposes.151

This was fair comment for the times in regard to the relatively small proportion of the 

community with shares in industry. It must be recognised that in general, ‘ordinary’ people 

were better off than they had been previously. I was fortunate in early 1972 to open a Theatre 

Restaurant based on a low-cost/high-turnover formula. Most of the customers were 

experiencing their first taste of a dinner-dance situation at affordable cost. The greatest asset 

that I possessed was the fact that I was well known from television appearances. Previously, 

‘night clubs’ had been pretty much the domain of the more affluent members of society. The 

Labor Government not only brought a bigger share of the nation’s wealth to the workers, but 

it gave them the confidence to go out and spend it. This major change in the perception by the 

working people of Australia as to their ‘place’ in the overall structure of the nation persisted 

after the removal of the Whitlam Government and remains the same today.

TVW Enterprises sold its interests in the Lion Parks. The expectations for sales of colour TV 

sets had exceeded the most optimistic estimates with about 35% of Perth homes now so 

equipped. With two other Perth Radio Station following the 6IX lead in ‘middle-of-the-road’ 

music formats, the competition was much stronger. 6MD was sold to a syndicate of Merredin 

businessmen. Executive Management at TVW7 had decided that their business was indeed 

local broadcasting and where they could do so fairly easily, they divested their interests in 

peripheral businesses.152 It had nothing to do with the arrival of colour, but the basic reason 

was to provide a retention of cash funds above the effects of depreciation.153

151 Ibid.

152 Sir James Cruthers, 4 June, 2003.

153 Ibid.



The Thirteenth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 1976154 reported that a number of 

news-type documentaries were produced including “Darwin City in Limbo”, and 

“Earthquake- the Italian Tragedy” which involved travel by a News team to both places. Also 

there were “Outside the Walls”,  “Jawsmania”, “Supernatural Influence” and “Avon Descent” 

and a series of historical productions regarding this State.155 Photographic contributions were 

‘Program Team selecting programs’, ‘Entrance- Television and Radio Studios.’, ‘Channel 9 

News Desk with Peter Barlow.’156, ‘Mini O.B. Unit – a recent acquisition’, ‘Anxious moment 

– Avon descent’, ‘Jenny Clemesha – a last minute touch’ and ‘Ampex A.C.R. 25 Video 

Cassette machine’.157   
STW9 Net profit was $497,000 and a dividend of 15% was declared. Share prices for Swan 

Television had increased to $1.32.158 Staff numbers had risen to in excess of 200 persons. The 

Station was transmitting 100 hours per week and the News coverage had been increased 

through greater use of satellite and broadband facilities. 

The first survey of 1976 showed that TVW7 had again taken the No.1 position with the 

introduction of Six Million Dollar Man which attracted 213,000 viewers and The Brady 

Bunch No.2 with 187,000. These were followed by,

3 STW9 Movies     179,000 viewers
4 TVW7 Paul Hogan Special              179,000
5  STW9 Little House on the Prairie  176,000
6 TVW7Benny Hill Show   173,000
7 STW9 News     163,000
8 TVW7 Number 96    158,000
9 TVW7 W.W. of Disney.   154,000
10 TVW7 News     146,000
11 TVW7 Columbo    140,000
12 TVW7 Specials    137,000
13 TVW7 M*A*S*H    135,000
14 STW9 World at War    134,000

154 Swan Television & Radio Broadcasters Limited,  Annual Report 1976, Perth, 2 September, 1976, p.3-4

155 Ibid.

156 Ibid, p.3.

157 Ibid.

158 The West Australian, Perth, 2-6 October 1976.



15 STW9 Movies     126,000
16 TVW7 Division Four Special   124,000
17 TVW7 All In The Family   123,000
18 STW9 Carry on Laughing   123,000
19 STW9 Streets of San Francisco  123,000
20 STW9 This Is Your Life.   120,000159

Although TVW7 was an overall winner of this survey with twelve programs in the Top 

Twenty, there was one notable victory for their commercial competitor.STW9 now had eight 

of the Top Twenty and most importantly their News was leading TVW7.160 The absence of 

local ‘live’ programs is due to the fact that they were ‘seasonal’ and in summer nothing 

additional to News  was produced. There was disappointment at STW9 when the second 

survey gave them only five of the Top Twenty. The American productions of Police Woman, 

The Rookies and Beverley Hillbillies were all doing well for TVW7 and the Sydney program 

Bandstand was No.13 with 142,000 viewers on a Saturday afternoon. A live coverage of the 

Anzac Day March on the same channel only rated 3,9.161 The third survey showed that TVW7 

once more led with the six top programs.162 The Sydney based A Current Affair was following 

the STW9 News,

 

 

STW9 News     Mon. 33,35,31,30  Tue. 36,32,30,31  Wed. 32,33,29,29

A Current Affair  25,22,22,20      25,21,21,23 24,23,23,24  

TVW7 News  36,37,33,35      34,36,38,33 35,35,30,31

ABW2 News  20,20,23,21      20,18,21,19 17,18,20,23

This Day Tonight             18,17,18,17        13,18,21,19 16,19,18,14

                Thu.    35,29,30,28  Fri.  30,29,26,23   Sat.    21,16,20,23

                       25,22,22,21      22,19,18,19 no program

          34,33,32,30      31,28,26,24  22,23,26,16

          18,21,21,21      15,18,19,17  17,17,20,19

          19,19,18,20      12,16,15,18           *15,13,18,15  

159 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV1, Perth, 1976.

160 Ibid.

161 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV2, Perth, 1976.

162 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV3, Perth, 1976.



         Football G’Stand 

The fourth survey brought no surprises. STW9 maintained its challenge with eight of the Top 

Twenty including a new panel show from Sydney called Celebrity Squares. Hosted by 

Graham Kennedy it immediately went to No.7 with 166,00 viewers.163 In the next survey it 

had dropped to No.12 with 146,000 viewers.164 In the 6th Survey TVW7 News regained 

supremacy and commanded No.5 with a Monday audience of 196,000. The big surprise of 

the round was the success of the British comedy on ABW2 George and Mildred.165

1    TVW7 M*A*S*H    258,000 viewers
2    TVW7 Happy Days   217,000
3    TVW7 News    202,000
4    TVW7 6 Million Dollar Man  201,000
5    TVW7 W.W. of Disney   183,000
6    TVW7 Invisible Man   180,000
7    TVW7 Sun. Movies   176,000
8    STW9 This Is Your Life   176,000
9    STW9 Wed. News    172,000
10  STW9 Movies    168,000
11  TVW7 Brady Bunch   165,000
12  TVW7 Movie/The Rookies   164,000
13  STW9 Hogan’s Heroes   163,000
14  STW9 Sun. Movies   157,000
15  TVW7 Benny Hill    157,000
16  ABW2 George and Mildred  150,000
17  TVW7 Paul Hogan   148,000
18  TVW7 Early Movies   146,000
19  STW9  “        “    144,000
20  TVW7 Number 96    141,000166

Apart from News there was no local ‘live’ production in the Top Twenty. Emulating the 

famous Beatles’ White Album, the cover of the Nineteenth Directors’ Report TVW7 1977167 

was unadorned but the inside revealed many small shots depicting various local productions, 

‘The world’s biggest tent pitched on Perth’s Esplanade to house the 1977 Western Australia 

163 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV4, Perth, 1976.

164 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV5, Perth, 1976.

165 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV5, Perth, 1976.

166 Ibid.

167 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 19th Annual Report and Financial Statements 1977, Tuart Hill, 6 October 1977, 
     various pages.



Week.’, ‘The inaugural meeting (of the board) of the Telethon Foundation’, ‘Breathing fire, a 

dragon delights children during the annual Christmas Pageant through central city streets.’ 

and ‘The road to international success began here for our Miss West Coast winner Karen 

Pini’.168 [Jeff Newman pictured supporting two of the bikini-clad girls was not named.] There 

was a acknowledgement of local production in the claim that TVW7 had increased its local 

programming significantly and the long running children’s’ program What In The World won 

the award for the best such program on Australian television. It was a general interest half 

hour which looked mainly at the natural world and its effect on the lives of juveniles. The 

format was extended in the 1980’s by the Sydney based Simon Townsend’s Wonderworld.  

Other local productions included  Hey! Jude a teenage program hosted by newcomer Judy 

Thompson, It’s Academic, children’s participation program Zippadeedoodah and holiday 

mornings’ Earlybirds Show.  The locally produced Family Feud  hosted by Tony Barber had 

been produced in the Eastern States but ‘canned’ due to poor ratings. Max Bostock of TVW7 

picked up the rights to relocate the production to Perth and after two years it was being 

shown in three States. It was so successful that TVW7 on-sold the production to the Grundy 

Organisation and it shifted back ‘East’ to give the program a more ‘national’ feel. As well as 

receiving a cash settlement, TVW7 had a no-cost arrangement to retain showing rights in 

Perth and Adelaide.169 The circumstances reflected the production capabilities of TVW7 in a 

good light. The increase in activities had necessitated an expansion program and $3.7 million 

dollars was to be spent on capital works. Since 1970 the Company had invested more than 

$500,000 in Australian  movie-making ventures. 170   The participation in The Young Film 

Makers’ Awards and Young Artists Awards continued with prizes to the value of $2,000. 

TVW7 conducted the final of Youth Speaks for Australia national debating competition. 

Earlier perceptions of cut-backs had not eventuated and the future of local ‘live’ production 

looked good.

TVW Limited changed its corporate name to TVW Enterprises Ltd. It was the idea of James 

Cruthers and although they were cutting back involvement in some non-related to TV areas, 

168 Ibid. See Appendices for photographs.

169 Sir James Cruthers, 4 June 2003.

170 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 19th Annual Report and Financial Statements 1977, Tuart Hill, 6 October 1977,  
     various pages.



he thought that it better expressed the standing of the Company.171 The Annual Report said 

that ‘The introduction of color television in March 1975 sparked a recovery in commercial 

television revenues around Australia…’172 An understatement as net profit jumped from 

$1,374,000 to $2,482,000 and the shareholders received a dividend of 24%. TVW shares 

were up 36cents to $2.09. Investments in other areas showed that Lensworth Finance was 

offering 12.5% for 4 years; Home Building Society 10.5% for 12 months; Bank of NSW 9% 

for term deposits of six months; Lombard 12.75 for 3 years and General Credits 12% for the 

same term.173 TVW7 purchased the remaining 66% of City Theatres Group on 2 June 1977 

and also what was purported to be the biggest tent in the world to be used as a venue for huge 

stage spectaculars in the Eastern States, as unlike Perth with The Entertainment Centre ‘…the 

Eastern States are devoid of venues suitable for such…’174 There was room for some self 

congratulation.

Channel 7, with its policy of public service and community involvement, is a clear 
leader in Perth television and support from viewers and advertisers continues to be 
strong. The most recent audience survey (at the time of the printing of this report) 
shows that TVW7 had almost 50% of the total audience, with the other two stations 
[STW9 and ABW2] sharing the remaining 50%.175

In the Fourteenth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 1977176 production, revenue, and 

ratings results were all considered successful. 650 hours of local product was created 

including 180 hours of children’s Zoom and Magicat. A woman’s program entitled Open 

House went to air ‘live’ one hour each day. The Station boasted three different production 

units in John Izzard’s Film Unit One, Guy Baskin’s Special Program Unit and Terry 

Willessee’s Unit. Some of the shows produced were The Land We Love, Speck in The Sky, 

Deepwater, The Great Air Race, Karen Pini - loser or winner, The West Exposed, Conflict, 

171 Sir James Cruthers, interview, 1999

172 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 19th Annual Report and Financial Statements 1977, Tuart Hill, 6 October 1977, 
     p.7.
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Supernatural Influence, Irongloves, and Twenty Five Steps.177 They were also producing the 

first of a mini-series entitled The Newman Shame with former TVW7 Women’s Presenter 

Joan Bruce. An EDM-1 electronic computer editing system, the first in Australia, was 

installed for producing high-quality commercials with special effects.178 Despite the 

foregoing, Station ‘personalities’ appeared to be on the ‘outer’ this year with the frontispiece 

portraying the STW9 Board of Directors seated at a large oval table.179 Other scattered 

photographs were ‘Joan Bruce and Robert Bruning on location during production of “The 

Newman Shame” ’, ‘A break from shooting of ‘A Land Looking West’ for Peter Cushing and 

Film Unit One Producer/Writer John Izzard.’, ‘The EDM-1 Electronic Computer Editing 

machine in action.’, and ‘6KY Master Control.’ Although there had been an upsurge in 

production, this year the machines were now the ‘stars’.180

STW9 followed in their main opposition’s footsteps when they reported a net profit 

$706,000, up 42% from last year. Initially the profit was reported as $747,000 but the Federal 

Government increased company tax to 46%. The dividend was declared at 16%. Swan 

Television shares were at $1.65cents.181 Total company sales from all operations realised 

$10,442,000 an increase of 48%.182 

The Company decided to do some serious editorializing in regard to self-regulation and the 

effect of television on children. The Annual Report spelled out how Company representatives 

had gone to the March Perth Hearings of an inquiry into the Australian Broadcasting System, 

This followed the ‘Green Report’ of September 1976 that was set up by the Prime Minister 

Malcolm Fraser through the Post and Telecommunications Department. The main topic was 

the concept of self-regulation by the television stations. STW9 spoke to three points being (1) 

Program Standards, (2) Public access in each State to a body to listen to complaints and 

177 Ibid.

178 Ibid, p.4. 
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views and (3) The need for a special body to oversee the problems with children’s programs, 

a Children’s Program Committee as recommended by the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal.

The article concluded with ‘This report will shortly be debated in Federal Parliament and any 

new legislation or ministerial determinations will have a great bearing on the future of the 

industry and your company.’183 It was also reported that in June a public enquiry was held in 

Perth by the Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts to study the effect of 

television on children and STW9 gave evidence. A report on their findings had not yet been 

published but the Directors said that,

Your Directors believe there must always be very clear and precise standards, 
covering general program standards, family programs, programs for children, 
religious matters, political broadcasts, Australian content and advertising content. We 
have stated these views strongly at the three enquiries and in our written 
submissions.184

It was reported that a large number of witnesses in every State gave evidence at these 

inquiries and demonstrated the growing awareness and concern of the public for the future of 

television and radio broadcasting.  Social changes in all areas meant greatly increased 

responsibilities and accountability of licensees which in the view of the STW9 Board ‘…was 

a forward step.’185  With the advances made in the fields of electronic news gathering, satellite 

news services and all technical areas necessitating such action, STW9 instituted a scheme to 

train apprentices in the commercial television, production and broadcasting fields. The first 

six [all men] had already been selected.186 

1977 Ratings showed that a  new local ‘live’ production featuring STW9 News-reader Peter 

Barlowe, Travel  failed in its 1.45 p.m. spot with ratings of 2,2,2,2, against the Soap Opera 

Another World on TVW7 with 18,16,16,16. The Sydney based noon program The Mike Walsh 

Show was being shown on TVW7 with ratings of 11,11,9,9, against STW9’s movies with 

10,8,6,8. The American sit-com Happy Days reflecting the 1950’s was very successful in its 

183 Ibid, p.5.

184 Ibid.
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first ratings period with 31,33,37,35 on Tuesday evenings at 7.30 p.m. The survey TV6 of 

1976 showed that while TVW7 had the first six positions, STW9 had half of the Top Twenty 

at Nos. 7,8,9,13,and 15 through 20.187 By April-May 1977 Happy Days was on top with 

257,000 viewers. Sunday afternoon figures were interesting, The TVW7 locally produced It’s 

Academic was certainly no longer a dominant force and in fact had succumbed to the 

Melbourne produced program, compered by former TVW7 teenage personality Johnny 

Young.

        5.30 p.m.       ABW2  Countdown             9,12,18,18

        TVW7   It’s Academic         11,9,11,  9

        STW 9 Young Talent Time   14,*,15,12,188

*Replacement experiment Nanny and The Professor rated 7.

6 p.m.       ABW2  V.F.L. Replay    16,14,20,14

                      TVW7 News       25,20,25,21

       STW9 News     24,18,25,22

            ABW2 News     17,20,25,22

Survey 3 of 1977 produced the long awaited triumph for STW9 over TVW7 in the News 

area. For the first time STW9 won the ratings for every night [bar one] of each week, 

including one night up against the test cricket on ABW2.

 STW9 News    Tues. 36,30,40,32  Wed. 38,36,41,38  Thur.  30,33,41,38

 TVW7 News          34,29,34,32    30,30,36,33            29,32,30,32

 ABW2 News          19,     19,31     19,20,19,22            30,20,30,21

             Fri.   33,31,36,30   Sat.   20,20,24,22   Mon. 36,29,40,38

           28,27,30,29    17,27,22,19             36,28,33,32

                     18,20,25,21         *23,28,20,33 189        *[test cricket]

187 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV1, Perth, 1977.

188 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV2, Perth, 1977.
1108 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV3, Perth, 1977.

189



The 1966 movie The Fall of the Roman Empire190 rated 33,31, Happy Days and M*A*S*H  

were still Nos. 1 and 2 while new show TVW7’s Welcome Back Kotter  was at No.6 with 

196,000 viewers. TVW7 had introduced Hawaii Five 0, which was No.11 with 175,000 

viewers. A Current Affair was doing an ‘in-off’ the News with an audience of 158,000 at No.

16. ABW2 got onto the charts at No.19 with former TVW7 Naturalist Harry Butler’s Call of 

the Wild with 142,000 viewers. TVW7 had No.20 with 141,000 viewers of Here’s Lucy.191 

TV4 Survey showed that Happy Days was the highest rating show ever and its audience had 

jumped to 325,000. STW9 News  was at No.11 with 180,000 and ABW2 had one Monday 

evening News which surprisingly returned a figure of 146,000 at No.20. ABW2 also had the 

No.18 spot with In The Wild and Test Cricket attracting 155,000 viewers.192 The final survey 

for 1977 held produced these results with Telethon still attracting a big audience. TVW7 

introduced a new current affairs program at 6 p.m. produced and presented by former Western 

Australian journalist Mike Willessee. Its first outing scored 21,25,24,27. TVW7 was locally 

producing a new game show Family Feud with host Tony Barber attracting a very good 

following with four week ratings in the 7 p.m. spot of 32,33,40,36. At 5.30 p.m. on TVW7 

repeats of Lost in Space 24,27,22,23 were beating STW9’s Get Smart with 8,13,11,15. This 

was probably an anomaly, but it belied the belief that the previous program always acted as 

the stepping stone to the next as STW9 News followed with 34,32,34,29 against TVW7 News 

with 32,37,34,32. A Tuesday night audience passed up the opportunity to watch the crowning 

of Miss Western Australia on TVW7 which rated only 23, in favour of the movie Spartacus 

on STW9 with 30. ABW2 had the Sydney produced period drama Rush with a rating of 

10.193On TVW7 the annual Telethon at 8.15 p.m. on Saturday night rated 48 against a movie 

on STW9 at 27.194 

190 Heavily promoted on STW9’s Channel Niners Club when it was first shown in cinemas – 
       see photographs in Appendices.

191 Ibid.

192 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV4, Perth, 1977.

193 Former STW9 Graphics Artist George Liddle designed and built a complete village in French’s Forest
     for Rush.

194 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV6, Perth, 1977.



According to the Twentieth Directors’ Report TVW7 1978195 the biggest local ‘live’ television 

event of 1978 was the staging of  Bob Hope Down Under at the Perth Entertainment Centre, 

‘recognised by the Guiness Book of Records as the largest proscenium theatre on earth…’196 

The show was jointly produced by NBC-TVW and shown to an estimated North American 

audience of 80 million, providing them with a  ‘…never to be forgotten performance…[in 

which] our customs became the target for the inimitable style of the King of Comedy.’ 197 

Long time TVW7 Floor Manager Jeff Thomas has insightful memories of the occasion.198 

American Producer Chris Bearde said, ‘ “Australian technical facilities and crews, 

particularly those of TVW7 in Perth, are world class and could produce quality variety shows 

for global distribution” ’199 There was a large photograph covering both front and back of the 

Report, that showed Bob Hope on stage with Florence Henderson, Barbara Eden [I Dream of 

Jeannie], Charo [the ‘outrageous’ singing wife of Latin-American band-leader Jose Iturbi], 

Kamahl and The Four Kinsmen.200 The program was an excellent advertisement for Western 

Australia in general and included film coverage of our habitat and lifestyle. Another full-page 

photograph of Fat Cat with M*A*S*H star Loretta Swit, a night picture of the Entertainment 

Centre, ‘inside action in one of four Radio 6IX studios.’201 And ‘The recently acquired Rank 

195 Swan Television & Radio Broadcasters Limited, Tuart Hill, 27 October 1977, p.3.

196 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 20 Annual Report and Financial Statements 1978, Tuart Hill, 20 Sept. 1978.

197 Ibid, inside cover.

198 Jeff Thomas, personal communication, 2001
       …and he was with the lass from the family show with all the kids in it. [ The Partridge Family) 
     Florence Henderson I think her name was. No, he’s a great guy. I worked with Bob Hope before you 
     see in England and so I knew; getting back to him, he was one of those guys who had a very large 
     entourage, wherever he went he always had a lot of people. He sort of toured his own writers; um, 
     idiot-card writers and holders and the would do nothing, literally nothing, without reading cards, and 
     he’d say on-camera, if he gets it wrong or he stumbles, he used to say ‘We can throw that card in the 
     alley!’ He wasn’t, not like a lot of artists, they  don’t want people to know that they looking at cards, 
     he’s never hid the fact that he’s reading off the cards. You know, and people accepted that if he was 
     still on telly today he’d still be using the cards. Big cards. You know. ‘Where’re you looking Bob?’ 
     You know, he’s not looking at the camera; he’s looking right over to the left actually reading his cards. 
     Great Guy! He gave me a lovely card; big picture of himself saying ‘Thanks Jeff for the memory!’ you 
     know. Which hangs behind my bar with a few photos. As I said, I was never one to, I could have had 
     thousands, I could have had, you know.

199 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 20th Annual Report and Financial Statements 1978, Tuart Hill, 5 October 1978 
     p.4.

200 Ibid, p.3.

201 Ibid, the un-named announcer was Pete Brown. See Appendices for photographs.



Cintel telecine chain has greatly enhanced the quality of on-air transmission.’202 Film was still 

being used, whereas today everything is stored on tapes or discs. TVW7 also staged the 

Australian Beauty Pageant which was touted as a dress rehearsal for the big event of the 

Western Australian 150th Anniversary Celebrations, Miss Universe 1979 to be seen by ‘…

more than 700 million people in 50 countries.’203 It was the hey-day of television production 

and TVW7 listed their output as Fat Cat and Friends, A Touch of Elegance [a one hour 

women’s program telecast daily Monday to Friday] Junior Jury, [a national school-age 

children’s quota program], Earlybirds and Crackerjack [hosted local children shows with 

guests and cartoons], It’s Academic and covered the sports of football, soccer, netball, tennis, 

horse-racing, and motor cycle and motor car racing.204 

In conjunction with the Australian Film Commission, TVW7 produced the first telefeature 

made in Western Australia, The Scalp Merchant which created a lot of employment in the 

industry and was highly rated by local TV audiences. They also entered into a production 

agreement with Philip Adams in regard to an animated film Grendel, Grendel, Grendel., a 

major documentary about Northern Australia Learn Fast or Die Young by Richard Oxenburgh 

was also produced. TVW7 was also offering assistance to the newly formed Western 

Australian Film Council.205 Production of historical features to be aired during 1979 was 

under way. 206 Local production was indeed ‘live’ and ‘well’! The back-cover bore the 

photographs of  the Birdman Rally, ‘South Australian Premier Don Dunstan who is no 

stranger to the footlights, “hams-it-up” with veteran Keith Michell in an SAS10 television 

production from Adelaide’, ‘Channel 7 personality, Tony Barber, hosts the popular “Family 

Feud” National Quiz program. This is produced in TVW’s Perth studios.’, ‘During 1978, 

Channel 7 introduced to Perth viewers the top rating English series Edward VII, which 

featured Timothy West in the title role’, ‘Telethon 1977 host, Jeff Newman, introduces Susan 

Seaforth-Jones and Bill Hayes, stars of “Days of Our Lives”, at the star studded non-stop, 24 

202 Ibid. p.3.

203 Ibid, p.4.

204 Ibid.

205 Ibid, p.5.

206 Ibid, p.6.



hour telecast. Australian and local artists assisted in creating a record Telethon fund raising 

total.’, and ‘International character actor, Cameron Mitchell, in a scene from “The Scalp 

Merchant” a TVW telemovie which was shot on location in Western Australia’s timber 

country and Stirling Ranges’.207 In terms of promotion of Western Australia both nationally 

and overseas, these developments had special significance for the future of tourism and 

provided a window to the rest of the world.

The Group’s operating profit before tax was $5,810,000 an increase of $1,121,000 on the 

previous year. The shareholders dividend was up 2% to 26%. Taking the good with the bad, it  

was stated:

Dividend increases have more than matched the rate of inflation over the past few 
years, with inflation averaging 11.7% a year, and annual dividend increases averaging 
18.3% compound. It is perhaps worth noting that the company’s total dividend payout 
has more than doubled in five years.208

TVW shares were selling at $2.50, up 41cents in the past year. By comparison, a new 

Telecom Loan was offering 9.3% interest on investments for 10 years; the W.A. Trustees 

12.22% for 3 

years; Lombard 11% at call and  G.M.A.C. 9.25% for 3 months. Australian overseas 

exchange rates were $A equalled $US1.58 and .58 of an British pound.209

After taxation the Entertainment Centre returned a profit of $63,138 for the period, with an 

average of 2.5 performances per week. The Company had purchased the corner property 

opposite the Perth Town Hall and planned to build a four-cinema complex on the site with an 

estimated outlay of $12 million, to be funded from cash flows and loans over a period of four 

years.210 An analysis of McNair Anderson No.2 of 1985 – Perth  was included in the report. It 

is also interesting to compare the valuation of fixed assets with those of 1966:

207 Ibid, back cover. See Appendices for photographs.

208 Ibid.

209 The West Australian, Perth, 3-6 October 1978.

210 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 20th Annual Report and Financial Statements 1978, Tuart Hill, 5 October 1978 
     p.5



TVW7 Freehold Land     2,901,000
  Freehold Buildings      3,275,000

 Technical Equipment      3,195,000
Other equipment, Fixtures, fittings and
Motor vehicles    1,174,000

                  $ 10,545,000211

STW9 Freehold Land at cost          135,367
Buildings at cost       998,441
Plant Equipment, vehicles at cost  4,689,561
      5,822,369
Less accumulated depreciation  2,435,578

                $ 3,386,791212

The Fifteenth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 1978213 recorded that during the year 

an excellent new facility in the form of a studio, separate from the main building was 

completed and local ‘live’ production was still ‘full-steam-ahead’ at STW9 with the News 

team producing special programs on Middle East - The Last Thread, and Bali – The Shame of 

it All. An arrangement was concluded with South Western Telecasters to carry the STW News 

by relay to BTW3 Bunbury, GSW9 Mount Barker, BTW6 Narrogin, GSW110 Albany, BTW6 

Katanning and BTW11 Wagin. Film Unit One produced a series on the flora and fauna of 

Western Australia and Koala- A Vanishing Australian214  The Special Programs Unit produced 

records of historical events and Death Cell, UFO’s Are Here and The Mitchell Plateau.215 The 

Willessee Unit produced a documentary on the local drug scene, First You Get The Habit, a 

program on different life-styles, The Alternatives and Models and Mannequins. Peter and The 

Wolf  was produced as ‘…a pictorial description of a symphony orchestra with a fairy-tale 

211 Ibid, 9.12.

212 Swan Television & Radio Broadcasters Limited, Annual Report 1978, 6KY - 9, Tuart Hill, 19 Nov. 
     1978, p.12.

213 Ibid.

214 Ibid, p.4. [Interesting today in light of the Kangaroo Island program in recent years to sterilize and 
     tubal ligate 2,500 koalas.]

215 Ibid.



story line…an excellent long playing record was made.’216 The pursuit of sporting events was 

carried out with the O.B. Van and coverage included cricket, golf, football, racing, equestrian, 

boxing, basketball and squash. A team also went to the America’s Cup in Newport and 

produced a program called Newport’s Under Sail. A Coverage of the World Powerlifting 

Championships in Perth was produced for N.B.C. of America. A wonderful future for the ‘…

skills and expertise by an enthusiastic staff.’217 was predicted although a prophetic rider was 

added, ‘We emphasis however, that the level of local production will be directly proportional 

to the prevailing economic conditions of our industry.’218 The Federal Government had 

accepted the recommendations of the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal with regard to 

Australian Content, Children’s Television programs and Advertising Content and intended to 

set up a Broadcasting Information Office with a committee to look at the Children’s area. The 

report said that all of these measures were those put forward by STW9 in their submission. 

Pictorial records showed ‘Channel 9 Media Exhibition’, ‘Terry Willessee receiving “TV 

Week” Logie’, ‘STW9’s new studio’, and ‘ “Helping Hand” – a continuing community 

project. As well there were photographs of a televised golf event, Sir Charles Court with L.J. 

Kiernan, Appealathon and the Champion Footballer Awards. Reflecting the changing trend in 

who was of most importance to the station, one whole page of photographs was devoted to 

senior staff, fifteen in all but including only three ‘personalities’. Finally there were 

promotional shots of The Sullivans and Young Doctors. 219

Operating profit for the year increased by 21% to $855,459 after providing $921,654 for 

depreciation and increased cost of asset replacement, and $627,511 for income [company] 

tax. The dividend was declared at 24%. Despite this, it was noted that ‘…the trading results 

were not really satisfactory.’ 220 Swan Television shares were trading at $1.80.221

216 Ibid.

217 Ibid.

218 Ibid.

219 Ibid. [One of the actors was Cornelia Francis the first woman News Presenter on STW9 in 1966]. See 
     Appendices  for photographs.

220 Ibid.

221 The West Australian, Perth, 3-6 October 1978.



It was stated that the STW9 overall survey ratings showed them to be 38.2 which equates to 

44.6% (commercial audience) and 36.3 being 44.4% at night. The viewing area was reckoned 

to have 270,000 TV homes with 893,000 people. Colour sets had been purchased for 74% of 

these dwellings and 22% had more than one set. Growth of television revenue had fallen to 

17% as compared with the colour-driven 54% in the previous period.222 It was also said that 

in regard to the 150th Anniversary Celebration ‘Swan [Television] will be seen and known to 

be exercising its responsibility to the State as an independent Western Australian public 

company’223 A public enquiry to examine the feasibility of licences for the Eastern Wheatbelt 

was forecast and another inquiry was held regarding the establishment of Public Broadcasting 

Licenses for ethnic and special interest groups. STW9 was in favour and offered to provide 

facilities.224 

Speculation on Third Commercial Licence for Perth:

Following speculation that there might be another commercial television issued for Perth, the 

Company decried this on the grounds that it would harm profit levels to the extent that their 

Local Production would suffer and STW9 would then be unable to ‘…discharge their social 

responsibilities to the community.’225 Both of these prophecies would eventually prove to be 

correct. 

Proposed Communications Satellite:

The investigation into providing a national communications satellite system was under way. 

STW9 made these points,

1. The system should serve to link the country but not to centralise the industry. [My 
italics]

2. The responsibility for transmitted material must always remain with the local 
licensee.

222 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 20th Annual Report and Financial Statements 1978, Tuart Hill, 5 October 1978, 
     p.3

223 Ibid.

224 Ibid.

225 Ibid, p.5.



3. The system should not be used to change the intentions of the Broadcasting & 
Television Act or allow it to be ‘weakened or circumvented’226

The practice of training six young men each year for the industry was continuing.227 

Although STW9 out-rated TVW7 in the News  with 191,000 viewers on a Wednesday 

evening to 187,000 viewers on a Monday, the former had only seven of the Top Twenty in the 

April-May 1978 survey.228 On Sundays TVW7 replayed local football from 11 a.m. to 1.30 

p.m. for 13,15,10,12 against the same material on ABW2 which yielded 3,4,2,2. TVW7 did a 

live coverage of the Anzac Day March improving their other Monday morning figures of 

4,2,4 to 12 thereby. The local live production of Today with Stephanie Quinlan returned the 

poor figures of 3,3,2,3.

 

The third annual Appealathon appeared in the ratings for the first time and  rated 26,33 on 

Saturday evening and Sunday morning 29. STW9 introduced a movie revue program called 

Clapperboard with ex A.B.C. Presenter  Michael Brock which rated 9,11,8,8 at 10.30 p.m. 

The most noteworthy occurrence during Survey TV2 1978 was the scheduling changes made 

by TVW7 in the news and current affairs area. Mike Willessee was mounted at 6 p.m. for 

20,20,24,26 against the STW9 News with 38,34,26,27. On Friday nights the TVW7 News 

which followed rated 28,27,31,33. The immediate impact is obvious. On Tuesday nights the 

figures were,

 STW9 News          6 p.m.     37,34,33,32 

 TVW7 Willessee at 6      24,19,23,29     

 TVW7 News         6.30 p.m.     31,26,32,38

 ABW2 News            7 p.m.          22,25,23,19      

 This Day Tonight    7.30 p.m.     21,21,20,19229

226 Ibid.

227 Ibid.

228 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV2, Perth, 1978.

229 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV2, Perth, 1978.



One month later TVW7 had regained their News crown and held No.5 position on the Top 

Twenty with a Monday audience of 227,000. STW9 had slipped to position No.12  with 

175,000 viewers. TVW7 maintained their lead throughout the rest of 1978 and in the final 

survey  their News was No.3 with 225,000 whilst STW9 was down to No.14 with 180,000 

viewers.230 Within six months there had been a reversal once again and STW9 News on 

Monday had the best returns at No.3 with 271,000 viewers while TVW7 News had slipped to 

No.9 with 214,000 on Tuesday night. However, on Sundays, TVW7 was dominant over three 

weeks with 30,33,29,23 against STW9’s 22,21,27,28. In the current affairs department the 

newly introduced Terry Willessee’s Perth was an immediate success at No.8 with 218,000 

audience.231

The final survey of 1978 showed good results for TVW7. Telethon with 233,000 viewers was 

third behind M*A*S*H and Happy Days. At No.15 the A.B.C. had struck a blow with another 

British comedy, Are You Being Served.232

In the Twenty First Directors’ Report TVW7 1979233 the main focus of the year was on the 

production Miss Universe. It was relayed to 46 countries. The directors believed, ‘…the 

success of the event was a credit to all those involved’.234 This was excepting the carpenters 

who constructed the stage at the Entertainment Centre. Seconds after going ‘off-air’ an 

invasion of photographers over-loaded the structure which collapsed. Luckily nobody was 

seriously injured but it took the shine off the event. The Annual Report did not mention 

this.235 The front cover of this Report was a beautiful photograph of  Miss Venezuela, Maritza 

Sayalero, after she was crowned Miss Universe 1979, on a TVW produced telecast estimated 

to have been seen by 600 million viewers world-wide.236

230 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey Perth, 21-28 October 1978

231 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey Perth , 27 May-23 June 1979,

232 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV6, Perth, 1978.

233 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 21st Annual Report and Financial Statements 1979, p.2.

234 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 21st Annual Report and Financial Statements 1979, p.2.

235 Ibid.

236 Ibid. See Appendices for photographs.



The 1979 Report was an expensive looking product but thoroughly justified by the Group’s 

net profit for the year of $3,939,000. Along with its Financial Highlights, the first page was 

devoted to The Objectives of the Company.

Entertainment, communication and information are the pillars on which the company 
has been built. Its activities include television, radio, cinema exhibition, theatrical 
entrepreneuring, live theatre management, and other activities associated with 
entertainment and information. Broadly, the company’s objectives are to provide 
television, radio, live entertainment, and associated services for as wide an Australian 
audience as possible.
The company also aims to involve itself with its community and provide services 
aimed at improving their enjoyment and life-style. For this reason the company assists 
numerous charitable organisations, conducts appeals for medical research, provides 
awards for young people in many spheres, and assists in numerous community 
endeavours.
Other objectives are to keep abreast of changes in social structures and technology to 
ensure the financial viability and strength of the company for the benefit of the 
shareholders.
The company also continues to look for opportunities to extend its activities in 
compatible fields.237

TVW7 recorded a decade of record profits with an 18.9% increase in the Group’s revenue 

reflecting the buoyant conditions prevailing in the economy. The net profit was up by 17.4% 

at $3,939,078 and ‘…the directors consider this a sound result’. The dividend was declared to 

be 30%.238 TVW shares were selling at $3.18. The National Bank had recovered to $2.75; 

Bank of NSW were $3.90 and the ANZ Bank $3.96. The Bell Group which would rise to 

prominence in a few years was quoted at $2.35.  Comparative returns for invested money 

were Esplanade Finance 17.5% for 3 years; Westrail Loan 10.5% for 10 years; City Building 

Society 10.75% for 9 months and General Credits 9.5% for 3 months.239 TVW7 boasted:

Time     ABW2  TVW7  STW9  Share of Viewers 
        %      %      %
Overall (6am to midnight)  15.9  47.4  36.7
Night (6pm to midnight)   8.3  44.4  37.3

237 Ibid.

238 Ibid, p.3.

239 The West Australian, Perth, 5-8 October 1979.



Afternoon (noon to 6pm)    7.3  56.1  36.6
Early Afternoon (noon to 4pm) 2.3  64.5  33.2
Late Afternoon (4pm to 6pm)  13.1  46.3  40.6
Morning (6am to noon)  25.5  45.9  28.6240

It was stated that TVW7 ‘…has won every industry rating over the past 20 years.’241 

Radio 6IX provided a profit of $168,010 but the Entertainment Centre had the meagre return 

of $7,590. The Group’s breakdown of earned profits showed,

 TVW Enterprises       2,170,001
 S.A. Telecasters Limited      1,132,412
 6IX Radio Network Pty. Limited        168,010
 Group Color (WA) Pty. Limited          95,436
 Viz-Ad Pty. Ltd.            98,829
 Academy Investments No 1 Pty. Ltd.         204,476
 “  “ No 2 Pty. Ltd.           25,121

Northland Development Pty. Ltd.           33,944
 Marmion Drive-In Theatre Pty. Ltd.             8,046
 Odin Foods Pty. Ltd.                  124
 City Theatres Group Pty. Ltd. (in voluntary liquidation)             551
 Town & Suburban Properties Pty. Ltd.   “            “     -
 City Concessions Pty. Ltd.  “ “     -
 Moonline Drive-In Theatre Pty. Ltd “ “     54
 Beechline   “ “ “ “ “     55
 Riverline “ “ “ “ “    286
 Skyline “ “ “ “ “             1640
 Starline  “ “ “ “ “                55
 Daleline “ “ “ “ “      40
          $3,939,078

One of the more noteworthy occurrences at this time was the termination of the joint-buying 

program which had been in effect between the two commercial stations since 1965. This was 

instigated by STW9, the other partner in Television Facilities (WA). TVW7 deplored the 

move, saying that it would increase the cost of programming which would have to be off-set 

by a reduction in local programming and the money previously saved by the buying cartel 

would go to the Eastern States suppliers.242 Of course, their other problem was that STW9 

240 Ibid, p.5. McNair Anderson Survey for July-Aug. 1979.

241 Ibid, p.4.

242 Sir James Cruthers, interview, March 2003.



would now be able to form an affiliation with the Nine Network and consequently would be 

able to ‘poach’ the good rating programs that would be available. 

The sixteenth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 1979243 said that local ‘live’ programs 

being regularly produced included the children’s Flapper’s Factory which went to air each 

week-day but was videotaped at one session. Dr. Featherweather’s Wonderful Workshop 

during school holidays and This Monday Live for women, with hostess Jenny Seaton, Will 

Upson’s Orchestra and a studio audience. Film Unit One completed Land Looking West and 

The Golden Series a follow-up to the previous flora and fauna programs. The Guy Baskin 

Unit made The Million Dollar Tree about the former sandalwood trade with Singapore. 

Answer To Your Problems filled the religion niche on Sunday mornings and several musical 

and ‘quest’ specials were also aired during the year. The Outside Broadcast Unit was put to 

work covering World Series Cricket, W.A. Open Tennis, P.G.A. Nedlands Masters, Channel 9 

Championship, Mandurah Open, Golden Gloves, and The Narrogin Three Day Equestrian 

Event. Two specials, Only One Can Win and The World’s Fastest Bowler were produced 

locally. Live telecasts included W.A. Sportsman of the Year, Coca-Cola Junior Sports Star of 

the Year, Rothmans Gold Medal Soccer Award and the Swan Brewery/6PM Champion 

Footballer Awards. The importance of sporting events as low-cost local production was 

evident. Noting the fact that more than $500,000 was collected by the Federal Government in 

license fees, the report thought that the money could be used to encourage a ‘…firm, viable 

production industry.’244

Terry Willessee produced Family at Risk, Meet Mary Whitehouse and Wanted – the Killer of 

Andrew Pea. Long time STW9 journalist David Gladwell produced two documentaries on 

location, China – The Open Door and The New Invasion. Another dealt with Middle East– 

The Last Thread.245 The National Communications Satellite System was re-visited almost 

word for word as last year but with the addition that, ‘In Western Australia we are well aware 

of the shortcomings and inadequacies of the present terrestrial system when required for the 

243 Swan Television & Radio Broadcasters Limited, Annual Report 1979, 6KY - 9, Tuart Hill, 19 Nov. 
     1979, p.3
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relay of programs to and from the Eastern States. This has been highlighted during the past 

year.’246  The value of good News ratings was also high-lighted,

NEWS has long been considered the flagship of any T.V. Station and in this regard we 
are particularly well served by a very efficient, professional and dedicated staff. On a 
daily average basis 225,000 viewers watch the Channel 9 News at 6 o’clock, whereas 
less that 200,000 watch any other news service. This has recently been supported by 
the current affairs program – Terry Willessee’s Perth. This program achieved 
remarkable success with an average nightly viewing audience of 218,000 and has 
continued to do so. The Channel 9 News and Terry Willessee’s Perth are two Western 
Australian originated programs. These two programs are shown throughout the area 
covered by The Golden West Network to a potential audience of 185,000. 247

Pictorials included Perth by night, the STW9 O.B. fleet, Appealathon, The Fun Run, Prince 

Charles with Lord Mayor Cheney, Youth Week performers, golf and cricket pics, Sir Charles 

Court presenting a trophy with Sports Presenter Bruce Walker, the Avon Descent, Land 

Looking West , Flapper with children and two small photographs of Terry Willessee and 

News-reader Russell Goodrick. One more was of Terry Spence (News Director), Bruce 

Walker, John Crilly (Production Manager), Vance Lothringer (General Sales Manager), Tom 

Provan, (Director of Engineering and Planning), Terry Willessee, Len Downs (Executive 

Program Manager) and David Aspinall (Chief Operating Officer)248

Operating profit increased by 26.8% to $1,168,536 and the annual dividend was 16%. Costs 

increased by 21.4%. It was noted that 94% of shareholders resided in Western Australia, 

about 5% in the rest of Australia and less than 1% overseas.249 On the Stock Market Swan 

Television shares were selling at $1.80.250 The claim was made that in the area of ‘quality and 

range of equipment’251 STW9 was a ‘clear leader’252 Additional land was being purchased 

246 Ibid. p.5.
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248 Ibid, various pages. See Appendices for photographs.
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adjacent to the Dianella studio complex. [The address had changed from Tuart Hill.] As if in 

answer to their rival’s claims, rating figures were given.

Our OVERALL rating (6am to 12mn) was 39.3 %(33.9%) [previously] giving a 
commercial viewing share of 45.6%, while the night rating (6pm to 12mn) was 41.7% 
(34.1%) giving a commercial viewing audience share of 49.6% (43%) A further 
breakdown of the important night viewing audience share reveals a rating of 40.4% 
(32.6%) during 6pm to 9pm with a commercial viewing audience share of 50.2% 
(42.7%)and during 6pm to 7pm a rating of 47.9% achieving a commercial viewing 
audience share of 55.3% (45.1%).253 

Statistics are wonderful things, no less than their possible interpretations. By the second 

survey of 1979, TVW7 had regained their News crown and held No.5 position on the Top 

Twenty with a Monday audience of 227,000.254 STW9 had slipped to No.12 with 175,000. 

The Sullivans, a new Australian drama series from Crawford Productions in Melbourne 

produced a good result for STW9 coming into No.13 with 174,000 viewers. Charlie’s Angels 

was new on TVW7 with 166,000, while American import Wonder Woman rated No.18 with 

164,000 on STW9 on Saturday nights.255 9 July-5 August showed that TVW7 had the top six 

programs in the Top Twenty and STW9 only seven of the remainder. STW9 News was at No.

14 with 180,000. 

1    TVW7 M*A*S*H   357,000 viewers    Sun.
2    TVW7 Happy Days  335,000  Sun.
3    TVW7 Blanketty Blanks  239,000  Wed.
4    TVW7 News and Weather  235,000  Mon.
5    TVW7 Edward VII   235,000  Mon.
6    TVW7 Movies   226,000  Sun.
7    STW9 The Young Doctors  224,000  Tues. 
8    TVW7 Family Feud  222,000  Mon.
9    TVW7 W.W. of Disney  215,000  Sun.
10  STW9 The Sullivans  208,000  Mon.
11  STW9 News   193,000  Mon.
12  TVW7 The Bionic Woman  189,000  Sat.
13  STW9 Charlie’s Angels  188,000  Tues.
14  STW9 L.H. on the Prairie  186,000  Sun.
15  ABW2 Are You Being Served 180,000  Tues.
16  TVW7 Movies   179,000  Wed.

253 Ibid.

254 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV2, Perth, 1979.

255 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV2, Perth, 1979.



17  STW9 Baa Baa Black Sheep 177,000  Fri.
18  TVW7 Welcome Back Kotter 173,000  Tues.
19  TVW7 Starsky and Hutch  172,000  Tues.
20  STW9 Wonder Woman  171,000  Sat.256

TVW7 experimented with State File an alternate  current affairs program at 6 p.m. It rated 17 

as compared to three weeks of Willessee on Seven with 26,21,22. A local ‘live’ late night 

production of the Swan Brewery Footy Awards recorded 15 against Clapperboard’s 5. A 

month later TVW7 News was No.3 with 225,000 viewers. The Sullivans was at No.5 with 

220,000 viewers; The Young Doctors was No.9 with 204,000; The Rockford Files appeared 

on TVW7 occupying No.14 with 177,000 viewers.257  The next survey showed that M*A*SH 

was still on top for TVW7 with 270,000 viewers. The Sullivans had moved up to No.3 with 

255,000. Cop Shop had started on TVW7 with 197,000 at No.7 and a locally produced sports 

show called Football Inquest was No.16 with 170,000. The new series Love Boat was 

performing well for STW9 at No.18 and 160,000. However, the big surprise was ABW2 

which now had four programs in the Top Twenty. They were #13 - Are You Being Served with 

184,000 viewers;  #14 - The Two Ronnies  180,000;  #19   George and Mildred  156,000  and 

#20 - Some Mothers Do Have ‘Em 156,000258  Appealathon did not appear in the Top Twenty, 

rating 34 for the 24 hours of local live production. The Elephant Productions Group 259 had 

moved from TVW7 to STW9 and were producing Doctor Featherweather’s Workshop, a 7 

a.m. Saturday program for children, which rated 5,3,3,4 against TVW7’s Fat Cat’s Fun-Time 

with 6,8,8,7.From 10-12 noon Hey! Jude, at  4,5,5,4 was trailing the Eastern States import 

Sounds Unlimited with 6,7,7,7.260 Perth TV3 1979 Top Twenty, STW9 had four in the first ten 

and six in the last ten,

    1  Happy Days      297,000 

    2 M*A*S*H     294,000

    3  STW9 News  Monday     271,000

256 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV3, Perth, 1979.

257 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV3, Perth, 1979.

258 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, 1-7April- 22April-12May,  Perth, 1979.

259 Keith and Chris Woodland, interview, 2000.

260 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, 1-7April- 22April-12May,  Perth, 1979.



    4  STW9 The Sullivans    264,000

    5 TVW7 Cop Shop    249,000

    6 STW9 Little House on The Prairie  244,000

    7 STW9 The Young Doctors   238,000

8       STW9 Terry Willessee’s Perth              218,000
9      TVW7 News Tues.    214,000
10      TVW7 Willessee at Seven   209,000
11      TVW7 Disneyland    202,000
12       STW9 Wonder Woman               200,000
13      TVW7 Sunday Movie    198,000
14      STW9 Love Boat    189,000
15      STW9 Movies     170,000
16     TVW7 Starsky and Hutch   168,000
17     TVW7 Welcome Back Kotter   167,000
18      STW9 The Restless Years   164,000
19     TVW7 Benny Hill Special   164,000
20     TVW7 Movies     162,000261

The big program of this survey was the introduction and immediate success of STW9’s Terry 

Willessee’s Perth. At 6.30 on Monday evening it produced 38,33,39. His brother Mike’s 

program from Sydney on the same nights at 7 p.m. had 36,32,31. The Willessees were current 

affairs ‘Kings’! On Sundays STW9’s VFL Football was rating 7,5,6,6 to TVW7’s Racing 

with 2,6,3,4. The Flintstones on TVW7 with 13,13,13,12 compared to Young Talent Time 

with 14,13,20,12 and STW9 News with 22,21,27,28 compared to TVW7 News with 

30,33,29,23. ABW2 at the same time showed VFL Winners for 19,13,14,17. Although a 

strong audience draw Disneyland with 26,26,27,24 had succumbed to Little House on The 

Prairie with 33,28,33,34.262  TV5 1979 showed the Top Twenty as TVW7 and STW9 as 

having eleven and nine respectively and the same for TV6. Although Willessee at Seven was 

still No.9 with 206,000, Terry Willessee’s Perth had slipped to No.16 with 167,000 viewers. 

Telethon once again rated highly at equal fifth with 243,000, the Muppets on TVW7 was No.

11 with 204,000 and their new Rich Man Poor Man was No.19 with 158,000. At 9.30 a.m. 

Here’s Humphrey on TVW7 was doing 5,5,4 against Flapper [a new local ‘elephant’ costume 

character] on STW9 with 1,1,2.263

261 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV3,  Perth, 1979.

262 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, 27May-23June,  Perth, 1979.

263 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, 7Oct.-3Nov.,  Perth, 1979.



 

According to the Twenty-Second Directors’ Report TVW7 1980264 this was a very good year 

for local ‘live’ production. In 1980 TVW7 introduced the first of its helicopters to Perth, 

equipped with portable electronic camera/recorders and the ability to transmit local ‘live’ to 

the studios. The front and back covers pictured this machine hovering over the city. On the 

inside was a scene from the 1980 Australian Beauty Pageant. Two more full-page photos 

followed, one being a scene from the stage musical Evita and the other the wreck of the 

‘Anitra’ which ran aground at Rottnest during the Parmelia Yacht Race. The TVW7 

helicopter was once again in evidence. There was a photograph of Sir James Cruthers, 

recently named in the Queen’s Birthday Honours in recognition of ‘…his services to 

television, the arts and the community’.265 

Advertising revenue increased by 6% and the building extensions were completed at the 

studios. A new children’s program The Underground Video Show was produced in line with 

‘C classification requirements’266, Fat Cat’s Funtime Show was shown on Saturday mornings 

and Stars of the Future was resurrected. Another ‘old-timer’ saw the light of day in Letterbox 

with Eastern States, current affairs ‘funny-man’ Paul Makin as the compere.267 Televised 

events included Miss Universe Pageant, Parmelia Yacht Race, Anniversary Year Closing 

Concert, 1979 Anniversary Air Pageant, and the Miss Australia Quest. It was recorded that 

TVW7 was co-producing Cop Shop and Skyways [not in Western Australia] with the 7 

Network and Punishment with the 10 Network. The date for the introduction of the domestic 

communications satellite had been nominated as 1984.268  There was bad news for local 

production with the statement that economic strictures would result in the majority of 

expenditure being henceforth directed to that purpose.269 

264 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 22nd Annual Report and Financial Statements, Tuart Hill, 16 Oct. 1980.

265 Ibid. See Appendices for photographs.

266 Ibid, p.7. 

267 Ibid.

268 Ibid, p.10.

269 Ibid, p.9.



The TVW7 net operating profit for the year 1980 had increased 8.1% to $4,600,000 and a 

dividend of 30%. TVW shares could be purchased at $3.30, so buyers at that time were 

looking at about a 5% return on their money. Of course those who bought the original shares 

were still ‘laughing all the way to the bank’. Comparative returns investments were Perth 

Building Society 11.5% for 12 months; Rural & Industries Bank 9% at call; Home Building 

Society 10% for 30 days, ditto Bonds 13% for 3 years; Perpetual Trustees 10% at call or 13% 

for 3 years. Share prices included ANZ Bank $4.50; Bank of NSW $3.05; National Bank 

$2.70 and Bell Group were on the rise at $4.50.270 The returns for 1980  had interceded to 

thwart the dire predictions of just a few years earlier. This was because of the introduction of 

colour, which was now in 80% of homes. It was noted that the revenue increases were 

starting to level out. First mention was made of the prospective advent of cable and pay 

television which along with satellite systems would bring new challenges.271 There followed a 

full-page photograph of the new Cinema City.272

In the Seventeenth Annual Directors’ Report STW9 Limited 1980:273 a photograph of a 

beaming Board of Directors introduced the happy news that company profits had increased 

24.3% to $1,348,000 returning a dividend of 17.7%.274 The Company shares were almost 

equal to those of TVW Enterprises Limited at $3.15.275As a large of majority shares were 

controlled by the six men pictured, they had every reason to look happy. Advertising sales 

were up by 24.8% and the local market grew by 13.5% as compared to 19.6% in the previous 

term. This was good news for local ‘live’ production. Clapperboard, a film review program 

was continued, as was The Squirrels Club (sponsored by the Perth Building Society). A local 

talent quest The Entertainers was also being produced on a weekly basis and STW9 

contributed financially and with facility use to the Perth Institute of Film and Television’s 

270 The West Australian, Perth, 3-7 October 1980. An advertisement for a Cinecamerman at the ABC in 
     Perth was +offering a salary of $9,528 p.a.

271 TVW Enterprises Ltd. 22nd Annual Report and Financial Statements, Tuart Hill, 16 Oct. 1980, p.5

272 See Appendices for photographs.

273 Swan Television & Radio Broadcasters Limited, Annual Report 1979, 6KY - 9, Tuart Hill, 24 Nov. 
     1980.

274 See Appendices for photographs.

275 The West Australian, Perth, 3-7 October 1980.



production of Falcon Island. However, the swing to accepting the inevitable incursion of out-

of-State programs was evident in the promotion of  ‘…The Sullivans, The Young Doctors, 

The Prisoner, The Mike Walsh Show, The Don Lane Show, Young Talent Time, and Simon 

Townsend’s Wonder World. World Series Cricketand night cricket, along with Wimbledon 

tennis and golf proved popular. Pictorial promotion in this report was a mixture of local ‘live’ 

promotion and the other facets of the company’s business. Russell Goodrick, Bruce Walker 

and Barrie Barkla on the News and Weather set; Terry Willessee talking to Prime Minister 

Malcolm Fraser; Radio 6KY’s Vern Stone (General Manager), Graham Lorrigan (Sales 

Manager), Ern Street (Marketing Manager), Alan Aitken (Music Director) Warren Gillespie 

Operations Manager); Swanline Hauliers’ Michael Kiernan (General Manager), Ken Walker 

(North West Manager) and Terry Kelly (Transport Supervisor); The Entertainers set;  

Elephant Productions Company, Flapper and Lynne Crozier with Chris Woodlands on 

Flapper’s Super Heroes.276

A page of publicity shots showed various aspects of the 150th Anniversary Celebrations; the 

same for the imported productions listed above; a page of sporting photographs; Tony Barrett, 

the Commercial Production Manager; two pictures from Appealathon; two 1980 FACTS 

(Federation of Commercial Television Stations) Awards for music and animation and two 

pages devoted to the executive staff, technician apprentices and graduates.277

With the Chief Executive of the Company having come from a trucking industry background, 

the establishment of Swanline Hauliers (which occurred unheralded in 1978) was 

acknowledged along with the information that they offered scheduled services to Karratha, 

Port Hedland, Mount Goldsworthy, Broome, Derby, Halls Creek, Kununnurra and Darwin. 

There was a flavour of nepotism about the move as one of the boss’s sons (Michael Kiernan) 

was appointed manager of the new division. The business was set up from scratch with the 

purchase of a new fleet of heavy vehicles. Laurie Kiernan could see no incongruity in the 

move and said that it proved to be a sound venture.278  This Annual Report said that Radio 

276 Swan Television & Radio Broadcasters Limited, Annual Report, 1979, 6KY-9 Tuart Hill, 24 Nov. 
     1980.

277 Ibid. See Appendices for photographs.

278 Laurie Kiernan, personal communication, telephone conversation, May 2003.



6KY was proving to be a good sales platform for the Station, rating second overall and 

Number One with the ‘housewife category’.279 STW9 Programs could be promoted on radio 

during the day and ‘contra’ advertisements on night-time television sold the idea of listening 

to 6KY during the day.

The new decade’s first survey showed, TVW7 News  28,21,25,25   STW9 News 19,21,12,20   

(ABW2 Countdown 15,16,18,19)280 By April-May STW9 News was No.3 with 247,000 and 

TVW7 News was No.15 with 197,000, both on Monday.281 There was more joy in the next 

ratings period when STW9 News  attained No.2 with 248,000 with TVW7 News at No.13 with 

206,000.282 In the Aug-Sept. 1980 survey, the locally produced quiz game show Letterbox  

scored on a Monday evening 28,31,28 against the STW9 News with 37,29,36.283 Terry 

Willessee’s Perth rating on the same night 33,31,24,36 against the TVW7 News with 

31,36,32,32. At 7 p.m. Willessee at Seven was rating 40,36,35,34 against the ABW2 News 

with 15,18,19,12.

The new decade dawned brightly for STW9 with eleven programs in the Top Twenty, which     

TVW7 discounted by pointing out that they had seven of the first ten. In the local ‘live’ area 

Terry Willessee’s Perth was down to No.20 with 141,000 viewers. His brother Michael’s 

Sydney based program was not in the survey. At noon on Monday’s ‘live’ [by broadband and 

held for two hours] from Sydney, The Mike Walsh Show was rating well with 19,20,13,19 

against the soap opera Days of Our Lives on TVW7 with 17,19,14,15. On the News front it 

was TVW7 28,21,25,25, against STW9 19,21,12,20 and the ABW2 Rock Music program 

Countdown on 15,16,18,19.284 New programs were Prisoner at No.5 for STW9 with 247,000 

viewers, Skyways at No.6 with 242,000 and Holocaust at No.7 with 228,000 viewers did well 

for TVW7. Mork and Mindy was at No.8 for STW9 with 225,000 and The Incredible Hulk 

279 Swan Television & Radio Broadcasters Limited, Annual Report, 1979, 6KY-9 Tuart Hill, 24 Nov. 
     1980.

280 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey Perth , 24 February-22 March 1980.

281 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey Perth , 13 April-10 May 1980.

282 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey Perth, TV3,29 June-26 July 1980.

283 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey Perth, TV4, 17-23 Aug/7-27 Sept., 1980.

284 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV1,  Perth, 1980.



was No.10 for TVW7 with 208,000 viewers. The formerly dominant Disney program had 

fallen to No.19 with 160,000 viewers. The best result ever for STW9 followed in April/May 

when they still had eleven of the Top Twenty but this time, eight of the first ten.285 The newly 

introduced 60 Minutes was huge but their Appealathon was disappointing with a best rating 

of 34 on Saturday night.

The second McNair Survey of 1980:

 1 STW9 60 Minutes   283,000
 2 STW9 The Sullivans   262,000
 3 STW9 News Monday   247,000
 4 STW9 Prisoner   245,000
 5 TVW77 Cop Shop   243,000
 6 STW9 Sunday Movies   226,000
 7 STW9 Little House o.t. Prairie 221,000
 8 STW9 Tuesday Lotto   218,000
 9 TVW7 Skyways   217,000
 10 STW9 Mork and Mindy  213,000
 11 STW9 Special: John Waters’ W.A. 207,000
 12 TVW7 M*A*S*H   206,000
 13  TVW7 Muppets/Happy Days  205,000
 14 TVW7 Willessee at Seven  204,000
 15 TVW7 News Monday   197,000
 16 STW9 Terry Willessee’s Perth 197,000
 17 STW9 The Young Doctors  195,000
 18 TVW7 The Incredible Hulk  194,000
 19 TVW7 Chips    188,000
 20 TVW7 Sunday Movies   182,000286

TV3 1980 showed an equal split with both channels holding five places in each section 1-10 

and 11-20.287 The change in fortunes between TV2 and TV4 was remarkable.

 1 TVW7 Cop Shop   254,000
 2 STW9 News    248,000
 3 STW9 Prisoner   246,000
 4 TVW7 Happy Days   235,000
 5 TVW7 Skyways   234,000
 6 STW9 The Sullivans   232,000
 7 TVW7 M*A*S*H   224,000

285 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV2,  Perth, 1980.

286 Ibid.

287 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV3,  Perth, 1980.



 8 TVW7 Willessee at Seven  215,000
 9 STW9 Sunday Movies   214,000
 10 TVW7 Chips    211,000
 11 TVW7 Wonderful W.O. Disney 211,000
 12 STW9 Mork and Mindy  209,000
 13 TVW7 News Monday   206,000,
 14 STW9 The Young Doctors  205,000

15 STW9 60 Minutes   204,000
16 STW9 Little H.O.T. Prairie  202,000
17 STW9 Terry Willessee’s Perth             195,000
18 TVW7 Sunday Movies   192,000
19 STW9 John Waters’ WA  185,000
20  ABW2 The Good Life   167,000288

In the following survey a local ‘live’ quiz show entitled $25,000 Letterbox came in at No.16, 

proving that well produced shows on TVW7 were still acceptable to the viewing audience of 

188,000. It scored on a Monday evening 28,31,28 against the STW9 News with 37,29,36. 

Terry Wllessee’s Perth rating on the same night 33,31,24,36 against TVW7 News with 

31,36,32,32. At 7 p.m. Willessee At Seven was rating 40,36,35,34 against the ABW2 News 

with 15,18,19,12. The new program Dallas entered the race at No.20 with 166,000 

viewers.289 

Conclusion:

This decade marked the high point for local ‘live’ production on Western Australia 

Commercial Television. It saw the acceptance of STW9 by the wider viewing community, 

with a levelling out of the ratings and a profitable period for both stations. 

Colour television was successfully introduced and enthusiastically adopted by the viewing 

public. It provided a big boost to consumer spending and showed that the Australian standard 

of living had risen substantially since 1956 when television was first transmitted in the 

Eastern States.

288 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV4,  Perth, 1980.

289 McNair Anderson Television Audience Survey, TV5,  Perth, 1980.



In 1973 TVW7 staged their first Christmas Pageant and continued their policy of extensive 

involvement in other community activities. The Company also invested in a theatre chain and 

were instrumental in the building of the Entertainment Centre in Wellington Street Perth. 

However financial difficulties concluded with the State Government of W.A. mounting a 

rescue package to acquire ownership of the project.  Although enjoying good relations with 

the Court Liberal Government, in 1975 TVW7 management was very critical of the three 

years performance by the Whitlam Labor Government in the Federal arena.

The mid-1977 television audience ratings surveys produced the long awaited News triumph 

for STW9 when for the first time they won six of seven nights in one week. A follow-on from 

this was the cancellation (by STW9) of the joint program purchasing agreement. Western 

Australia received world-wide coverage in both 1978 and 1979 with a Bob Hope Special and 

the Miss Universe telecasts from the Entertainment Centre. Both commercial channels 

participated extensively in the 150th State Anniversary Celebrations.

There was enough money made through advertising (and the diversification into other 

industries, including radio and a trucking business by STW9) to ensure that superiority was a 

priority in being seen as the top ‘local’ station. STW9 shares were trading on the Stock 

Market at an almost equal amount to those of TVW7. 

Although there were new regulations regarding children’s programs, the effect was minimal 

in Western Australia, as production of daily programs of that type had ceased. The provision 

by both commercial stations of financial outlay to produce ‘entertaining’ local ‘live’ was 

starting to lose its dimension of being part of Community Responsibility. The following 

Chapter Nine concludes the examination of the period 1958-1990.


